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I. INTRODUCTION 
There are four major parts to this annual report. The first is a 
continuing study of the multipole discharge chamber of an electrostatic 
ion thruster. This portion of the effort is directed at furthering 
the understanding of discharge-chamber operation, with the ultimate 
goal of reducing discharge losses. 
The second part is a continuing study of the hollow cathode, with 
emphasis on assembled (nonwelded) construction and operation without 
emissive oxide. 
The third and fourth parts are devoted to the Hall-current accel-
erator, and represent a significant departure from past ion thruster 
work in this Grant. The third part is an experimental study of a Hall-
current accelerator, while thE! fourth part is a general theoretical 
study of ion acceleration with a transverse magnetic field and a closed 
electron drift path. The Appendix is also related to the last two parts 
in that it includes five summary papers on ion accelerators wtih closed 
electron drift paths. These papers were originally published in the 
U.S.S.R. and are reproduced hl~re together with translations. 
II. ION CONTAINMENT 
by Larry E. Frisa 
The efficiency of an ion thruster is important for electric space 
propulsion. The discharge loss (the power used to generate ions) is a 
major factor in this efficiency. Reduction of the discharge loss, then, 
would permit ion thrusters to become more efficient. 
Discharge-loss correlations have indicated that, for similar utili-
zation conditions, the volume production cost for ions is essentially 
1 
constant. This means that discharge losses can be reduced, again for 
similar utilization conditions, only by extracting a larger fraction of 
the ions produced. This fraction of ions extracted could be increased 
if some portion of the discharge chamber walls could be configured and 
operated so that ions were reflected back into the chamber, instead of 
the usual recombination with electrons that occurs at surfaces. 
Such ion reflection, or containment, has been proposed in the past. 
Discharge losses have been low enough in some designs to indicate that 
d f . . , h h b 'd 2-3 0 h some egree 0 lon contalnment mlg t ave een attalne . n t e 
other hand, preliminary anode bias experiments have failed to indicate 
"f' d f t' 4 any Slgnl lcant egree 0 can alnment. The experiments described 
herein were further attempts to determine if ion containment could be 
obtained in a discharge chamber. 
Apparatus 
The thruster used for the ion containment experiments is rectangular 
in shape and has been described in previous publications. 5- 6 Argon gas 
was used as the propellant. The rectangular design of this thruster 
makes it easy to change anodes, hence convenient to use for ion 
• 
]I 
L 
3 
containment experiments. Except for a short general description, the 
apparatus description herein will emphasize the aspects directly involved 
in these experiments. 
The internal dimensions of the discharge chamber (circumscribed by 
the screen grid and pole pieces) are 7.5 cm deep, 10 cm wide, and 45 cm 
long. Two cross sections with different anodes are shown in Fig. 2-1. 
The 45 cm dimension is normal to the paper in Fig. 2-1, and there are 
no pole pieces or anodes at the ends of the discharge chamber. The ion-
beam extraction area is 5 x 40 cm, with a 58? open screen grid within 
this area. 
Anodes. The first type of back anodes used in the ion containment 
experiments were the narrow anodes (Fig. 2-1 (a», which were part of 
the original design. The anode surfaces exposed directly to the dis-
charge plasma were 0.4 cm wide, while the length was 44.5 cm. In this 
original configuration, no anode was installed behind the cathode. (Thus 
for Fig. 2-20, only three back anodes were used. All other tests used 
four anodes.) The second type of anodes used (Fig. 2-1 (b» are called 
,.,;ride anodes. These wide anodes had 2.0 cm wide strips attached to the 
discharge side of the narrow anodes, and the same 44.5 cm length as the 
narrow anodes. These wide strips were slightly bent in cross section, 
as indicated in Fig. 2-1 (b). 
Thermal warping problems with the designs of Figs. 2-1 (a) and (b) 
were indicated by increasing discharge losses with duration of opera-
tion, distortion after use, and, for the wide anodes, shorting to the 
pole pieces. Because of these problems, a new strip design was fabri-
I!ated using 1. 6 mm thick stainless steel, 43.2 cm long. This strip 
anode design is compared to the narrow anode design in Fig. 2-2, and 
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6 
shown in more detail in Fig. 2-3. The strip anodes were held in place 
using support brackets of 0.55 rom thick stainless steel, spot welded to 
the heavier anode strips. The bracket at one end of each anode was 
slotted to allow for thermal expansion. 
Magnetic fields. The thruster was operated with two basic magnetic 
field configurations. The first was that of the original design, and 
'lsed six Alnico V permanent magnets, 6.4 mm diameter and 25 rom long, 
between each pair of pole pieces. In this configuration, field strength 
between all pairs of pole pieces was approximately the same. The mean 
calibration value for the magnets used in the original configuration 
was, after disassembly, 18.9 ± 1.4 x 10-4 T. (This was a measurement 
at a location 2.8 cm radially out from the center of the magnet, and 
serves as a relative indication of magnet strength.) 
The second configuration was one in which the number of magnets 
in the back wall (both "back center" and "back corner" locations in 
Fig. 2-4) were doubled. As a more minor change at the same time, the 
original magnets were remagnetized, giving a calibration value of 
-4 20.7 ± 0.3 x 10 T. Also, the new magnets added to the back were from 
a different shipment, resultjng in a remagnetized calibration value of 
-4 19.5 ± 0.5 x 10 T. 
Magnetic field measurements were taken between adjacent pairs of 
pole pieces. This was done by centering the magnetic probe between a 
pair of pole pieces, then moving the probe (while taking measurements) 
parallel to the 2.5 cm pole-piece faces (see Fig. 2-4). The magnetic 
field distributions obtained in this manner for the end location (see 
Fig. 2-4) are shown in Figs. 2-5 and 2-6 for the first and second 
magnetic field configurations. The increase of the maximum from 
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,1 
i 
.. 
11 
7.8 x 10-3 to 8.6 x 10-3 T was associated with the remagnetization 
described earlier. The magnetic field distributions for the other 
locations of the second configuration are shown in Figs. 2-7 through 
2-10. These distributions wer(~ used to calculate the magnetic-field 
integral values (fBdx) between the anodes and the bulk of the plasma. 
In Figs. 2-5 through 2-10, the center of the discharge chamber is 
always to the right. 
Ferromagnetic powder maps were also made of the two configurations 
and are shown in Figs. 2-11 and 2-12. These maps are helpful in under-
standing qualitative differences between the fields for the two config-
urations, particularly around pole pieces. 
The total flux through a lnagnet was calculated by measuring the 
magnetic field in a plane normal to the magnet's axis, and passing 
through its center. These measurements were found to agree with 
B (2-1) 
where B is the magnetic flux density, R is the magnet's radius, r is 
the radial distance from the magnet axis, and K is a constant selected 
to fit the experimental data from a single magnet. Taking the mean 
value of K, the total flux through one magnet was found to be 3.26 ± 
0.28 x 10-5 T_m2 (Webers). The corresponding flux density in one magnet 
was found to be 1.01 ± 0.09 T. This procedure was checked by integrating 
the magnetic flux between two pole pieces and dividing by the number of 
magnets. This latter method gaye the flux through Qne magnet as 3.24 ± 
-5 2 0.10 x 10 T-m. The two procedures were thus in excellent agreement. 
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With the doubled magnetic field at the back wall of the discharge 
chamber, it was found necessary to move the cathode farther into the 
discharge chamber. The magnetic field distribution of Fig. 2-10 indi-
cated that the field strength was essentially zero at 4.0 em from the 
edges of the back pole pieces (5.3 cm from the back pole-piece centers). 
The cathode was put at that location. 
Plasma probe. The plasma probe consisted of a Ta wire, 0.74 mm in 
diameter, and 3-4 mm long. Probe voltages were referenced to the biased 
anodes. Some measurements were initially made along the long dimension 
of the discharge plasma. After verifying plasma uniformity, measure-
ments were restricted to a location at the center of the discharge 
chamber, between the cathode and screen grid. The narrow anodes were 
used for these measurements. 
Procedure 
Bias configurations. The thruster was operated in four different 
bias configurations. Except for changes associated with these bias 
configurations, the operating conditions were: discharge (VD, I D) 40 V, 
1 A; screen, 460 V; accelerator (Va)' -500 V; decelerator (Vd) , 0 V; 
beam (Vb' I b), 500 V, 100 rnA; accelerator impingement, 7 rnA; neutralizer 
heater, 25 V (ac), 9.0 A; main cathode heater, 20 V (de), 25 A; Ar flow 
• -4 (m), 472 rnA-equiv; bell-jar pressure (P), 4 x 10 Torr. 
The first bias configuration used is indicated in Fig. 2-13 (a). 
The side anodes were held at +40 V relative to the discharge chamber 
body and the center connection of the cathode, while the back anodes 
were biased more positive than the side anodes. Note that the main 
cathode was heated with direct current to minimize noise. However, 
the discharge supply was attached to a center electrode in the 
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cathode, resulting in a cathode voltage distribution analogous to an 
alternating-current supply with a center tap. 
The second bias configuration, indicated in Fig. 2-13 (b), was 
similar to the first, except that the back anodes were maintained at 
+40 V relative to the body and cathode, while the side anodes were 
biased negative as much as -12 V relative to the back anodes. 
The third configuration, Fig. 2-14 (a), differed from the first 
only in that the discharge-chamber body and screen were not connected, 
hence "floated". (The side anodes were again maintained at +40 V 
relative to the cathode, while the back anodes were biased positive up 
to +20 V relative to the side anodes.) 
In the last bias configuration investigated, Fig. 2-14 (b), the 
discharge chamber body and all the pole pieces were biased from -20 V 
to +12 V relative to the anodes, which were maintained at +40 V relative 
to the cathode and screen. Inasmuch as the ends of the discharge 
chamber had no anodes or pole pieces, sheets of insulation were used at 
these locations to avoid excessive loss of high-energy electrons. 
Discharge losses. The discharge losses were, of course, used to 
indicate the degree of ion containment achieved. These discharge losses 
were calculated using the following equations: 
For the first and third bias configurations, Figs. 2-13 (a) and 
2-14 (a), the discharge losses were calculated from 
eV/ion (2-2) 
For the second configuration, Fig. 2-13 (b), the discharge losses 
were calculated from 
eV/ion (2-3) 
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For the fourth and last configuration, Fig. 2-14 (b), the discharge 
losses were calculated from Eq. (2-3) when VD > Vb' and from las 
eV/ion (2-4) 
when Vbias > VD; where lD and VD are the discharge current and voltage, 
lb" and Vb" are the bias current and voltage, and Ib is the beam las las 
current. 
In each case the beam current, I b , was subtracted from the most 
positive supply. Ignoring the bias supplies in Figs. 2-13 and 2-14 for 
the moment, the ions originate at plasma potential. Thus any positive 
potential above screen potential, up to plasma potential, appears as 
kinetic energy in the beam ions. Because plasma potential is usually 
within a few volts of anode potential, it is customary with circuit 
diagrams similar to those in Figs. 2-13 and 2-14 to assume that only 
VD(ID-Ib ) is the power that contributes to the ion production. (Note 
that this calculation would be different if the positive high-voltage 
supply were connected to the anodes instead of the cathode/screen.) In 
a generalization of this approach with a bias supply, the beam current 
has been subtracted from the most positive electrodes in the discharge. 
The error in this approach is that the discharge power is underestimated 
by an amount (V+-Vp)Ib , where V+ is the most positive electrode potential 
and V is the plasma potential. This magnitude of error did not signif-p 
icantly alter the results presented herein. 
Calculation of plasma properties. The plasma properties in the 
discharge chamber were analyzed using the two-group electron model, 
low-energy Maxwellian bac~ground plus monoenergetic primaries. 7 
• 
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Some of the probe traces obt2ined under bias conditions did not show a 
clearly defined two-group distribution. Still, the plasma potential was 
felt to be sufficiently accurate to indicate plasma potential trends 
relative to the anode potential. Specifically, the results presented 
herein would be valid if the plasma potential were in error by several 
volts, which is larger than can be justified by the departure from the 
assumed two-group model. 
Results and Discussion 
Plasma uniformity. Plasma properties are shown in Figs. 2-15 
through 2-19 as a function of distance in the long dimension of the 
discharge chamber. Narrow anodes were used in these plasma-property 
tests. In each case the properties are essentially constant within the 
chamber, except for end regions where the end wall of the discharge 
chamber was approached. The plasma potential had a mean value about 6 V 
positive relative to the anodes, the mean Maxwellian electron tempera-
ture was about 9 eV, while the primary electron energy averaged 40 eVe 
The mean Maxwellian electron density was about 6.5 x 1015 m-3 , while that 
14 -3 
of the primary electrons was about 4 x 10 m . Note that the discharge 
in these earlier tests was 50 V instead of the otherwise standard 40 V. 
The uniformity of the plasma properties indicated in Figs. 2-15 
through 2-19 was the justification for the use of single point plasma prop-
erties (at the center of the discharge chamber) in all subsequent tests. 
Standard magnetic field. Bias tests were conducted first with the 
original magnetic field. Each of the anodes were adjusted to have a 
magnetic field integral (between the anode and the center of the 
discharge chamber) of at least 56 x 10-6 T-m (56 Gauss-cm). This value 
was chosen for the original design as being sufficient to prevent 
primary electrons from directly reaching the anodes. 
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The discharge loss curves obtained using the first bias 
configuration (side anodes at 40 V, back anodes biased more positive) 
are shown in Figs. 2-20 through 2-22 for the narrow anodes and two 
settings of the wide anodes (see Fig. 2-1 for narrow and wide anode 
shapes). The bell-jar pressure was held constant at 4 x 10-4 Torr 
during these tests. The discharge currents were varied from about 1 to 
10 A to obtain the range of beam current shown. The narrow anodes, 
Fig. 2-20, showed about a 201. increase in discharge loss in going from 
o to +10 V relative bias of the back anodes. 
In the hope of providing more anode area to reflect ions, similar 
bias tests were conducted with the wide anodes, Fig. 2-21. The adverse 
effect on discharge losses of a given positive bias was nearly doubled 
with the wide anodes. 
Analysis of Langmuir probe data, to be described later, indicated 
that the wide anodes were less isolated from the discharge plasma than 
the narrow anodes. To provide an increased magnetic integral, all back 
anodes were moved 3 mm further away from the discharge. Data taken with 
this modified anode location are shown in Fig. 2-22. To the extent that 
comparison is possible, the effect of anode bias is about the same in 
Figs. 2-20 and 2-22. 
The fraction of total discharge current going to the back anodes 
is shown in Fig. 2-23 as a function of bias voltage for the three 
different anode configurations of Figs. 2-20 through 2-22. The modified 
location for the wide anodes is seen to move the current distribution to 
the back anodes back closer to that for the original narrow anodes. 
Plasma properties obtained from the centrally located Langmuir 
probe are shown in Figs. 2-24 through 2-26. The electron temperatures 
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and densities for the narrow anodes and original location of wide 
anodes, Figs. 2-24 and 2-25, show only moderate effect of increased 
bias. The most significant effect of bias appears to be on the plasma 
potential, Fig. 2-26. 
For both the original narrow anodes and the wide anodes with 
modified location, the back anodes were essentially decoupled from the 
discharge plasma during bias operation. This decoupling was shown by 
the approximately 0.9 V increase in anode-plasma potential difference 
for each I V increase in positive bias for the anodes. The original 
location of the wide anodes resulted in much less decoupling, 0.4-0.6 V 
change for each 1 V of bias change. 
As mentioned above, the original narrow anodes had magnetic 
integrals of at least 56 x 10-6 T-m. The wide anodes in their original 
locations had, midway between pole pieces, magnetic integrals of 58 x 
-6 -6 10 T-m for the back corners and 52 x 10 T-m for the back center 
locations. (These locations are defined in Fig. 2-4.) In addition, 
because of the width of the wide anodes and the effects of warping, the 
magnetic integrals for edges of the wide anodes may have been consider-
ably less. After recessing the wide anodes by 3 mm, the magnetic 
integrals for the wide anodes, again midway between pole pieces, were 
increased to 78 x 10-6 T-m in the back corners and 69 x 10-6 T-m in 
the back center locations. 
Some additional tests with the other bias configurations were also 
conducted with the standard magnetic field configuration, Figs. 2-27 
through 2-30. In Fig. 2-27, the discharge losses are shown for the 
second bias configuration, with back anodes at +40 V and the side 
anodes biased negative relative to the back anodes. The wide anodes 
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with their modified locations were used here, and some of the results 
(see -8 V, in particular) appear to be affected by warping of the wide 
anode surface. Other thrul these possible effects of warping, the 
results are similar to those with the same anodes and the first bias 
configuration. The corresponding plasma potential, Fig. 2-28, also 
showed the same ~0.9 V change in plasma potential relative to the back 
anodes for each 1 V change in bias. 
The discharge losses for the third bias configuration, with 
floating discharge-chamber body, are shown in Fig. 2-29. The wide 
anodes with modified locations were used here, and, again, there is no 
significant departure froln results with the first bias configuration. 
Discharge loss data for the fourth bias configuration, with biased 
pole pieces, are shown in Fig. 2-30. The narrow ~nodes were used in 
these tests. All bias operation with this configuration shows higher 
losses than the standard configuration (Fig. 2-20, with no bias). Part 
of the difference was due to a change in operating procedure. In the 
-4 earlier tests, bell-jar pressure was held constant at 4 x 10 Torr. 
It was felt that holding the gas flow to the thruster constant (at 
472 mA-equiv) might provide more constant thruster operating conditions. 
The two operating procedures are approximately equivalent at a 100 mA 
beam current, but diverge increasingly at higher beam currents. 
In Fig. 2-30, the losses rise sharply as the pole pieces reach 
plasma potential. This sharp rise can be explained by the increased 
electron current loss associated with the more dense Maxwellian 
electrons. The loss increases for lower (more negative) biases are 
smaller, but still no beneficial effect could be found for biasing pole 
pieces positive of their usual -40 V (relative to anodes) value. 
j 
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Increased magnetic field. After the magnetic field near the back 
anodes was doubled, the strip anodes (Figs. 2-2 and 2-3) were tested 
with the first and fourth bias configurations. The use of the strip 
anodes was based on the warping problems encountered with the narrow 
and wide anodes (which were made of thinner sheet metal), together with 
the lack of any clear evidence that anode width was significant. 
For the first test with the increased magnetic field, the back 
strip anodes were moved far enough into the discharge chamber to reduce 
-6 their magnetic integrals to about 56 x 10 T-m. With these anode 
field integrals and the fourth bias configuration (biased pole pieces), 
the data of Fig. 2-31 were obtained. 
Again, no benefit of biased operation was found. In comparing the 
data of Fig. 2-31 to the similar data obtained with the original magnetic 
configuration, Fig. 2-3(1, two things are evident. First, the data in 
Fig. 2-31 are more regular, indicating less effect of warping on per-
formance. Second, the adverse effect of a given bias level was generally 
decreased with the increased magnetic field. 
Because the magnetjc integral protecting the anodes was the same 
in both cases, this difference did not appear to be associated with the 
anodes. Referring back to Figs. 2-11 and 2-12 for the ferromagnetic 
powder field maps, it i~; clear that the increased magnetic field will 
result in stronger "mirrors" and smaller loss cones for the escaping 
electrons. The higher Dlagnetic field thus results in less coupling of 
the discharge plasma with the pole pieces, hence less electron loss to 
the pole pieces at a given bias. 
The strip anodes w!~re also tested in the first bias configuration 
(back anodes biased posJ.tive) with both the original 56 x 10-6 T-m 
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-6 integral and increased values of 112 x 10 T-m, or more, for the back 
anodes. The increased back magnetic field was used for both of these 
tests, so the integral difference simply corresponded to a displacement 
of the anodes. 
The discharge losses for the 56 x 10-6 T-m integral value are shown 
in Fig. 2-32. Comparing these results with the supposedly similar 
results with the original magnetic field, Fig. 2-20, the adverse effect 
of the same bias is slightly greater in Fig. 2-32 for a 100 mA beam, and 
slightly less near 400 mAo For the same field integral, then, there is 
no large difference between the added losses due to biasing for the two 
magnetic fields. 
For the increased integral, Fig. 2-33, the adverse effect of back 
anode bias is sharply reduced. For the same +20 V bias, the higher 
magnetic integral results in about half the loss increase. 
The plasma potentials corresponding to the two field integrals of 
Figs. 2-32 and 2-33 are shown in Fig. 2-34. Although both configurations 
are believed to be above the minimum magnetic integral of about 56 x 
-6 10 T-m, found for the original magnetic field, the lower integral 
was clearly not as isolated from the discharge plasma as the higher 
value. 
There are at least two possible explanations for the results shown 
in Fig. 2-34. The use of a magnetic integral is based on a nearly 
d . 8 constant can uctl0n area. In moving the anodes further out into the 
-'6 discharge chamber to obtain the 56 x 10 T-m integral with the doubled 
number of magnets, the average magnetic field line above the anode 
becomes longer. This means that the mean conduction area (parallel 
to field lines) becomes more curved, and has a greater magnitude. 
As one explanation, then, the same magnetic integral with the 
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Fig. 2-32. Discharge loss versus beam current for the strip anodes 
in the first bias configuration. The second magnetic 
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doubled number of magnet$ results in a lower impedance connection to the 
plasma. Closer coupling to that plasma potential should, therefore, not 
be surprising. 
As a second possible explanation, the exact value of the magnetic 
integral can be a critical matter, as shown by the effect of a 3 mm 
anode displacement for the wide anodes (see Fig. 2-26). Mechanical 
tolerances, thermal motion, and variation of field strength along the 
pole pieces all combine to produce spatial and timewise variation in 
integral values. Perhaps the mean integral for the data of Fig. 2-32 
was actually slightly less than that of Fig. 2-20. 
Conclusions 
From the magnitudes of magnetic integrals used and the plasma 
potentials obtained with these magnetic integrals, it appears that 
considerable isolation of the anodes from the discharge plasma potential 
-6 
was possible at, or above, 55-60 x 10 T-m. This value range for the 
magnetic integral is approximately what was required to prevent energetic 
primary electrons from having direct trajectories to the most positive 
anodes. 
The anode width did not appear to be a major parameter in deter-
mining discharge losses. 
Despite the use of several bias configurations and the frequent 
demonstration of anodes biased positive relative to the discharge 
plasma, there was no example of reduced discharge losses due to biased 
operation. One can infer from the absence of beneficial effects that, 
if ion reflection took place near the positive anodes, the added power 
required for biasing more than offset the gains due to ion reflection. 
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The most significant result of this biasing appears to be the sharp 
reduction in biasing losses at the high magnetic integral value (112 x 
-6 10 T-m). Further increases in the magnetic integral for positively 
biased anodes may shovT that the benefits of biasing may outweigh the 
biasing losses at sufficiently high values of this integral. 
The possibility (If beneficial effects of biasing at high magnetic 
integrals is consistent with the apparent previous observation of 
2-3 
reduced losses, whE!re, although not evaluated, it is believed that 
very high integral va~.ues were used. The use of much higher integrals 
also implies the poss:i.bility of discharge stability problems. These 
problems were presumahly the reason for the use of an auxiliary plasma 
anode in some earlier tests. 2- 3 More recently, conductivity calcula-
tions have indicated that an excessive minimum discharge voltage can 
result from a high mal~etic integral. l It is hoped that the greater 
knowledge of plasma processes available now would permit a rapid reso-
lution of any stability problems. 
"f., 
• 
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III. HOLLOW CATHODES 
by R. P. Stillwell 
The hollow cathode investigation reported herein used oxide-free 
components, mechanically assembled. This approach has advantages from 
the research viewpoint in that such cathodes are easy to fabricate and 
there is no confusion as to the work functions of the surfaces involved. 
These advantages, in research, should eventually be translated into more 
rapid progress. The effectiveness of mechanically assembled construction, 
as opposed to electron-beam welded construction, should also be signifi-
cant for future largl~ hollow cathodes. That is, the assembled construc-
tion should avoid thl~ thermal stress problems of welded assembly using 
dissimilar materials and section thicknesses. 
In a previous report,l a rolled foil insert was found to be the 
most efficient oxide--free emission surface. This present investigation 
continues the study of a rolled foil insert. Graphite. tips were also 
used in the previous study.l The work reported herein uses both 
graphite and tungsten tips. The internal starting electrode described 
earlier is also used throughout this investigation. 
The propellant gas was in all cases Ar. Ar represents a greater 
departure than Xe from previous Hg experience, hence was felt to be 
more productive for a research investigation. 
Apparatus and Procedure 
The typical test arrangement for a hollow cathode is indicated in 
Fig. 3-1. The body of the hollow cathode was a 6.4 rnm outside diameter 
Ta tube, 6.3 cm long. Unless otherwise indicated, the tube thickness 
was 0.25 mm. The Ta tube was mounted in an Al block, onto which the 
other components were connected. 
Gas 
feed 
AI block 
Ta foil 
Ta tube 
o 0 
00 
00 
00 
o 0 
Ta wire 
holding tip 
Fig. 3-1. Hollow cathode assembly. 
Perforated anode 
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The rolled-foil inserts used in these tests were fabricated from 
0.013-mm thick Ta. The inserts were typically cut to 4 x 8.6 cm, 
textured by pressing the foil against 50-grit abrasive paper using an 
elastomer for pressure, and rolled into about a five-turn insert with 
a length of 4 cm. Where noted, the length (the 4 cm dimension) was 
varied and untextured foil was used. 
A stainless steel perforated cylinder,S cm in diameter and 7.6 cm 
long, was used as the anode. The position of the anode in Fig. 3-1 is 
displaced for clarity. Unless otherwise specified, the tip of the 
cathode was flush with the near end of the anode. 
The only gas introduced into the 45-cm diameter vacuum chamber 
was the Ar flow through the hollow cathode. 
As indicated earlier, an internal starting electrode was used to 
initiate emission. After initiation, the starting discharge was turned 
off. Because there was no external source of heat after the starting 
discharge was turned off, a minimum emission was required to maintain 
operation. This minimum depended on Ar flow and cathode geometry, but 
was typically 3-4 A. 
The testing procedure was to take current-voltage characteristics, 
with the current varied from the minimum required to maintain operation 
up to either the power supply limit (25 A) or the emission limit. 1- 2 
Tests were typically conducted at Ar flows of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 
1.0 A-equiv. 
Tip Configuration and Material 
Four tip geometries, shown in Fig. 3-2, were used in this investi-
gation. The tip shown in Fig. 3-2(a) was fabricated from graphite of 
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(0) \4Ib=======:!:::8:::::a.:::IJ mm 
T 
(b) 15mm 
1 
(c) ~~======~lmm 
Fig. 3-2. Tip geometries. 
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unknown composition. The tips of Figs. 3-2(b) and (c) were fabricated 
from grade HPD-l (I.nion Poco), which is a high density graphite that 
typically has tracE metals in hundreds of parts per million. The tip 
design of Fig. 3-2(d) was fabricated from both grade HPD-l graphite 
and W. In all tipE the cylindrical hole length was 1 mm. 
Hole diameter. Tests were initially conducted with the configura-
tion indicated in l'ig. 3-2(a), which was the final one used during the 
previous support pEriod of this grant. A tip of this configuration was 
tested with hole djameters of both 0.71 and 1.1 mm. The ratio of 
powers for these t\o'o hole sizes is plotted in Fig. 3-3 as a function of 
emission. Since the power is proportional to the voltage when current 
is held constant, the ratio of anode voltage would be the same as the 
ratio of power sho\o~. In all cases the power (and voltage) at a given 
emission level was less for the larger hole diameter. 
A high dischal'ge power is undesirable for a hollow cathode from 
the viewpoint of e}:cessive losses. It is also undesirable from the 
viewpoint of the high sputtering rates encountered at higher voltages. 
For the main discharge cathode of an inert gas thruster, then, the 
larger hole diameter would be preferred. It should be kept in mind, 
however, that the 1 mm thickness in the vicinity of the tip hole was a 
selection based, iIt part, on the requirement for long thruster lifetime 
and past wear rateB encountered with Hg. The smaller 0.71 mm diameter 
hole thus had a length-to-diameter ratio of 1. 4, while the 1.1 mm 
diameter hole had a ratio of 0.9. With the longer 1ength-to-diameter 
ratio, the smaller hole was a considerably greater obstacle to plume-
neutralizing ions diffusing from the inside to the outside - much 
greater than would be indicated by the hole cross sections alone. If 
wear rates were 10'. enough to permit thinner tips to be used, some of 
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Fig. 3-3. Comparis('n of cathode performance with two orifice diameters, 
for the tip geometry of Fig. 3-2(a) and textured insert . 
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the adverse effects of a smaller hole diameter, shown in Fig. 3-3, 
might not be observed. 
Radiation area. The tip geometries shown in Figs. 3-2(a) and (b) 
were chosen to permit comparison of considerably different thermal 
designs. The design of Fig. 3-2(b), with a diameter of 15 rom, had a 
large external radiating area. The design of Fig. 3-2(c) has a much 
smaller external radiating area, although the area exposed to the 
internal plasma was increased at the same time. 
The experimental performance for these two configurations is shown 
in Fig. 3-4. The only clearcut difference is that for the higher Ar 
flow rates (0.8 and 0.9 A-equiv. in Fig. 3-4(c) and (d»), the maximum 
emission is higher for the smaller tip diameter. 
The data in Fig. 3-4 also illustrate a trend evident throughout 
this investigation. That is, as the flow rate of Ar increased, the 
maximum emission also increased. 
Erosion rate. A problem encountered with the graphite tips was 
that of rapid erosion. This problem was first encountered with the 
graphite tip indicated in Fig. 3-2(a). Because the graphite composition 
was unknown for this tip, it was decided that the erosion should be 
evaluated for a tip of known composition. Using the tip design of 
Fig. 3-2(c), made of HPD-l graphite, the tip hole was observed to 
increase from 0.71 rom to 1.0 mm during 19 hours of operation. The hole 
diameter was measllred after every few hours of operation, so that this 
is known to be a (:ontinual erosion process rather than rapid wear during 
a short time at some unusual operating condition. The erosion process 
involved in this rapid wear is not clear. The sputter yield of graphite 
is quite low, so it does not appear that simple sputter erosion can be 
the main cause. 
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Tip materia~. The erosion rate found for the graphite tip was 
clearly unaccept~ble for space applications. In an attempt to reduce 
orifice erosion, it was decided to try W for the tip material. Due to 
the difficulty in machining W, the simple design of Fig. 3-2(d) was 
adopted. The tip was a 6.4 mm diameter disc, 1 mm thick, with a 
centered 1.0 mm diameter hole. Since this design is a simple disc 
without provision for centering in the Ta tube, a 0.013-mm-thick piece 
of Ta was spot welded to the Ta tube to perform this centering function. 
This W tip was operated for 16 1/2 hours with no measurable wear evident: 
with an optical microscope. 
Because the change in tip material was associated with a change in 
design, a similar tip configuration was also fabricated from HPD-l 
graphite. The cathode performance obtained using the two tip materials 
is indicated in Fig. 3-5. At all combinations of emission and Ar flow 
that could be compared, the W tip showed lower powers and voltages than 
the graphite tip. In addition, the maximum emission was increased by 
the use of W. 
The difference in power required for the two tip materials is 
consistent with the hypothesis that the plasma discharge supplies 
whatever power is required for the emission surface to reach emi.ssion 
1* temperature. Because the potential variation is small from the anode 
to the plasma within the hollow cathode, most of the discharge power 
(emission times anode-cathode potential difference) appears as cathode 
heat. Because the plasma is densest near the cathode tip, much of this 
heat is lost to the tip. Graphite has an emissivity i.n the operating 
* The emission within a hollow cathode is believed to be by a combination 
of thermionic and high-field processes. The concern here is only with 
the effect of temperature. 
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range for temperature of 0.80-0.85, while that of W is 0.2-0.3. The 
lower power required for the W is therefore explained as simply due to 
lower heat loss with this material. While the tip, itself, is not 
believed to be a source of significant emission, its heat balance will 
directly affect the inside temperature of the foil insert, which is 
believed to be the major emission source. 
Note that the more efficient thermal design (with W) had higher 
maximum emissions. This is similar to the trend observed with different 
tip diameters (Figs. 3-2(b) and (c)). It is suspected that the dif-
ference in internal configuration obscured some of the difference that 
might otherwise have been expected with different tip diameters. 
Insert configuration. After the cathode emission has been init-
iated by the starter electrode, the discharge power is the only heat 
input to the cathode. As discussed previously, most of the discharge 
power appears as heating power inside the cathode. A change in insert 
configuration that reduces heat flow to the outside of the cathode 
should thus be expected to reduce the power required to maintain 
emission temperature at the inside of the insert, which, in turn, should 
reduce the anode voltage required for a given emission level. 
With this reasoning in mind, textured (described in the Apparatus 
and Procedure section) and untextured foil inserts were compared in 
terms of operating characteristics. The intent of the texturing was, of 
course, to minimize contact between foil layers. At the high operating 
temperatures for the inside layers of the foil insert, some bonding 
would be expected to take place at any contact area. With plain sur-
faces, a high degree of direct thermal loss would be expected after 
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this bonding takes place. With a textured surface, though, thermal 
conduction must follow a labyrinth path. 
The textured-to-plain power ratio is presented in Fig. 3-6 for 
several Ar flow rates. In all cases the textured insert showed sub-
stantial (10-40%) reductions in discharge power. 
The insert length was also varied. One might expect a shorter 
insert to provide less insulation for thermal conduction to the Ta tube, 
hence be less efficient. On the other hand, experience with oxide 
coated inserts indicates that most of the emission is from the first 
2 h · 3 mm near t e tlp. Three insert lengths were tested: 1, 2.5, and 
4 cm. These tests employed a W tip with a 1.0 rom hole diameter (Fig. 
3-2(d)). As indicated in the Apparatus and Procedure section, textured 
inserts were used. The results of these tests are shown in Fig. 3-7. 
The tests of different insert lengths did not show a clear cut 
result for voltage at a given emisison, hence for heating power. Where 
differences were found, the medium length (2.5 cm) showed the lowest 
anode voltage. For maximum emission, the highest value was found for 
the shortest insert. Depending on the parameter of interest, then, 
somewhere in the 1-2.5 cm range of length appeared of most interest. 
Tube thickness. The Ta tubes used in previous hollow cathode 
1-2 investigations and in the majority of the studies reported herein had 
0.25 mm-thick walls. When ordering more Ta tubing for this investiga-
tion, it was found that the 0.25-mm wall thickness was no longer 
available for the 6.4 rom outside diameter used herein. The closest that 
could be obtained to the original tubing had a wall thickness of 0.51 
rom. This change in wall thickness resulted in tests to determine the 
effect of this change on performance. 
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The effect of wall thickness is shown in Fig. 3-8 for an Ar flow of 
0.8 A-equiv. In all cases tested, the thin-walled tubes showed somewhat 
higher maximum emissions. For the purposes of the investigation 
reported herein, the change in wall thickness was not considered to be 
critical. 
Magnetic field. A magnetic field was used with a hollow cathode in 
an attempt to increase the maximum emission. The attempt was not 
successful, but is reported here because it might be of interest. 
As indicated several times in discussions of this investigation, 
a maximum electron emission is encountered for each combination of Ar 
flow rate and hollow-cathode configuration. A possible reason for this 
limit is the "starvation" of the discharge due to the too rapid escape 
of electrons. No similar maximum has been encountered with Hg propel-
lant. It may be that a similar limit does, in fact, exist with Hg, 
but is simply at too high an emission to be encountered in the usual 
experiments. 
In comparing cross sections of Ar with those of Hg, it is apparent 
that, for electrons with of the order of 1 eV energy, the ratio of 
ionization to collision cross section is much smaller for Ar than for 
Hg. This observation is consistent with the Ramsauer-Townsend effect, 
generally observed with inert gases. 
The hope was that the presence of a transverse magnetic field 
would enhance the collisional processes with an inert-gas propellant, 
resulting in performance close to that observed with mercury. 
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Fig. 3-8. Comparison of cathode performance for thick and thin walled 
cathode tube. (Tungsten tip with 1.0 mm diameter orifice 
used with textured insert.) 
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A change in anode position was necessary to provide space for the 
magnets between the anode and cathode. Tests were therefore conducted 
to determine the effect on performance of this change. The anode 
change investigated, and used as a basis of comparison with a magnetic 
field, was with a 1.5 cm gap between the cathode tip and the near end 
of the anode. This 1.5 cm change in anode position did not result in a 
significant performance change when no magnetic field was introduced. 
The first magnetic configuration tested used 6.4 rnrn diameter 
magnets positioned radially with respect to the cathode axis of symmetry, 
as indicated in Fig. 3-9(a). Magnet separations (see Fig. 3-9(a)) of 
0.7, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 cm were tested, but only with a 3.0 cm separation 
could the cathode discharge be started. The magnetic field for a 3.0 cm 
separation is shown in Fig. 3-l0(a). The magnetic integral downstream 
from the orifice was 217 Gauss-cm for this configuration. 
From discharge-chamber tests, 217 Gauss-cm should be considered a 
high value of integral. Another configuration, shown in Fig. 3-9(b), 
was devised to obtain a lower value of integral. The magnetic field for 
this latter configuration is shown in Fig. 3-l0(b). The integral down-
stream from the orifice was found to be 52 Gauss-cm for this lower field 
configuration. 
The performance of the configuration shown in Fig. 3-9(a) is com-
pared to that of a similar configuration without magnets in Fig. 3-11. 
The most noticeable change is the general 10-15 V increase in anode 
voltage with the presence of a magnetic field. The maximum emission 
was only slightly increased by the magnetic field. 
The performance of the configuration shown in Fig. 3-9(b) is 
compared with that of a similar configuration without magnetic field 
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in Fig. 3-12. With the smaller magnetic integral of 52 Gauss-em, the 
increase in anode voltage due to the presence of the magnetic field is 
only about 5 V. There was no significant trend for maximum emission. 
Also shown in Fig. 3-12 are the results of locating the pole pieces 
of Fig. 3-9(b) upstream of the orifice, instead of downstream as shown 
in that figure. The results are intermediate of the downstream configu-
ration and the no magnetic field field configuration. This result is 
consistent with the magnetic integral downstream of the orifice being 
reduced below 52 Gauss-em. No significant results appear to be due to 
the magnetic field increase upstream of the orifice. 
The tests conducted with transverse magnetic fields in the plume 
region thus covered a range of anode voltage effect from <5 V to 10-15 V 
as the magnetic integral of the transverse magnetic field downstream of 
the orifice was increased. If beneficial effects on maximum emission 
were possible, they should have been evident in the range covered. 
Conclusions 
A number of detailed conclusions were dr~wn from the oxide-free 
hollow cathode tests described herein. The use of graphite as tip 
material resulted in unacceptably high erosion rates. The substitution 
of W for graphite greatly reduced this erosion. The use of W for the 
tip also reduced the required discharge power at a given Ar flow rate 
and emission level. Power reductions (up to 40?) were also found for 
a textured foil insert, compared to a plain one. Higher maximum emis-
sions for a given Ar flow rate were also found with the W tip. No 
beneficial results were observed for a transverse magnetic field down-
stream of the orifice. 
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Fig. 3-12. Comparison of cathode performance with and without the 
magnetic field. (Pole pieces 2 em apart. Tip of Fig. 
3-2(c) used with orifice diameter of 1 mm and plain insert.) 
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The results observed for oxide-free hollow cathodes are generally 
in agreement with a thermally controlled model, where the anode voltage 
reaches whatever value is necessary to maintain emission temperature at 
some surface. For the designs tested, this surface is almost certainly 
the inside of the rolled foil insert. 
The ability to define surface work function (with no emissive 
oxide present) makes the oxide-free design well suited to a more 
thorough analysis of the interplay between emission and thermal losses. 
The non-welded, mechanically assembled construction also appears to be 
promising for future large-cathode applications, where thermal-
expansion problems could be serious at welds. 
From the absence of any beneficial effect of a transverse magnetic 
field downstream of the orifice, it appears that the too-rapid escape 
of electrons to the anode may not be a significant factor in the 
maximum electron emission observed for each combination of inert-gas 
flow rate and cathode configuration. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL HALL-CURRENT ACCELERATOR 
by Gregory M.Plank 
Electric propulsion needs for interplanetary missions appear to 
be best met by specific impulses of 3000 sec or more, depending on 
mission difficulty. The electrostatic thruster, with ion acceleration 
provided by electric fields between closely spaced grids, performs well 
i h ' 'f" I 1-2 n t 1S speC1 1C 1mpu se range. 
For geocentric missions, a lower range of specific impulse appears 
to be of interest, probably 3000 sec, or less. The need for lower 
specific impulses in geocentric applications results from considerations 
of mission lifetime. In interplanetary missions, the added mission time 
associated with the use of electric propulsion is usually a small 
fraction of total mission time. In geocentric missions, however, a 
mission time of hundreds of days can be a serious problem when the 
equivalent chemically propelled mission takes only a few hours. 
The most serious obstacle to the use of electrostatic thrusters 
at low specific impulses «3000 sec) is probably the ion-current 1imita-
tions of electrostatic acceleration. Hall-current acceleration is an 
alternative to electrostatic acceleration between grids. 
Hall-current accelerators have been studied as electric thrusters 
in the past in this country, but were dropped because of low effic-
3-4 iency. It was, for example, difficult to accelerate more than about 
one ion downstream for each electron that traveled upstream. This 
limitation put an upper limit on thruster efficiency of about 507. due 
to the acceleration process alone. In comparison, the electrostatic 
thruster has an overall efficiency of about 707. at 3000 sec, and is 
.. 
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capable of higher efficiencies at higher specific impulses. This 
relatively poor performance of the Hall-current accelerator at the high 
specific impulses that were then being considered resulted in its 
demise in the U.S. about 1970 . 
If we consider low specific impulses, though, the relative perfor-
mance of ,the Hall-current accelerator is at much less of a disadvantage. 
As indicated above, the electrostatic thruster becomes increasingly 
limited in ion current capacity as specific impulse is reduced. The 
Hall-current accelerator has no such limitation. The electron backflow 
results in a serious loss at high specific impulses. But at low specific 
impulses this backf10w is more easily recovered by using it to generate 
ions. 
The investigation of the Hall-current accelerator reported herein 
was undertaken as part of a preliminary attempt to re-evaluate this 
type of thruster for electric propulsion. The preliminary nature of 
this investigation should be emphasized. It has been over a decade 
since the Hall-current accelerator was last seriously considered for 
electric propulsion in the U.S. 
Apparatus and Procedure 
Ion acceleration in a Hall-current thruster is due to the electric 
field generated by an electron current interacting with a magnetic 
field. The generation and shape of this magnetic field is thus equiva-
lent in importance to the design of grids in electrostatic thrusters. 
Construction. The Hall-current thruster investigated herein 
(Fig. 4-1) uses two cylindrical magnetic pole pieces to generate an 
essentially radial magnetic field. As indicated in Fig. 4-2, a non-
magnetic annular anode is located at the upstream end of the 
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(a) Upstream view (open end) . 
(b) Downstream view (closed end). 
Fig. 4-1. Photographs of Hall-current thruster. 
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Fig. 4-2. Drawings of Hall-current thruster. 
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accelerator (the bottom of Fig. 4-2(b». A nonmagnetic annular cup to 
contain the discharge surrounds the anode. Two refractory metal 
cathodes were used, one located as indicated in Fig. 4-2(b) near the 
anode, the other a neutralizer cathode at the exit plane of the acce1-
eration channel (not shown in Fig. 4-2(b». The cathode close to the 
anode was fabricated of 0.51 rom diameter W, with a nominal emission of 
1 A for a 17.5 A heating current. (The two semicircular segments of 
this cathode were effectively in parallel, resulting in a heater power 
supply current of 35 A.) The neutralizer cathode was a single strand of 
0.25 rom diameter Ta wire, with a nominal emission of 1 A for a 5 A 
heating current. 
The magnetic integral in a radial-field configuration varies with 
the radius at which the integration is performed. Still, the concept 
of the magnetic integral is a useful one for general design considera-
tions. At the radius of the cathode, the magnetic integral between the 
-6 
anode and cathode (see Fig. 4-2(b» was 20 x 10 T-m (20 Gauss-em). 
-6 This value was low compared to the typical 50-60 x 10 T-m between 
anode and cathode in an electron-bombardment discharge chamber. 
The original configuration that was fabricated used six permanent 
magnets instead of three, and had the cathode farther from the anode, 
with a magnetic integral more typical of electron-bombardment thrusters 
between the anode and cathode. This configuration proved almost impos-
sible to operate in the <100 V range that was felt to be of interest. 
Subsequent tests indicated that discharges could be started and main-
tained with the reduced number of magnets and relocated cathode. 
The gas flow was originally introduced through two tubes on 
opposite sides of the thruster, resulting in a nonuniform 
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pressure distribution. The thruster was then modified to permit the gas 
flow to be introduced through the central pole piece. When the gas flow 
was introduced in this latter manner, rings of insulator were used to 
force the gas flow through evenly distributed small holes in the inner 
cylinder of the annular cup. Also not shown in Fig. 4-2 are the insu-
lators used to support anode and annular cup, as well as to block the 
upstream end of the thruster and shield the Alnico V magnets from the 
heat. 
Magnetic field. The magnetic field of the operating Hall-current 
thruster has two major components to the local field strength. First 
there is the radial magnetic field produced by the magnets and the 
cylindrical pole pieces. The strength of this component is indicated 
in Fig. 4-3, which shows contours of constant magnetic field strength at 
the axial location of the cathode, and in Fig. 4-4, which shows the mean 
axial variation of magnetic field strength. The second component is 
the contribution from the cathode heater current. To avoid the problem 
of measuring the magnetic field close to a current-carrying cathode, the 
cathode field component was calculated. The combination of these two 
fields is indicated in Fig. 4-5, with the axial location 1 rom upstream 
from the cathode. The combination is also shown in Figs. 4-6 through 
4-8 for the axial variation at different radii. The cathode heater 
current was 17.5 A for Figs. 4-5 through 4-8. 
The cathode heater current clearly has a significant effect on the 
total magnetic field distribution. On the one side of the thruster, 
the 17.5 A heater current drops the anode-cathode magnetic integral to 
-6 -6 14 x 10 T-m, and on the other side increases it to 34 x 10 T-m, 
-6 both compared to 20 x 10 T-m without a cathode heater current. 
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Fig. 4-3. Contours of constant magnetic field strength at the axial 
location of the cathode. (Field strength is indicated in 
Gauss. Cathode not operating.) 
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This significance of the heater current appears to be a sharp 
distinction from electron-bombardment thruster experience. In the 
latter, the background field near a refractory cathode is normally 
quite small. Inasmuch as the cathode heater current is not enough to 
result in localized containment of the emitted electrons, the effect 
of the heater current on discharge-chamber performance is usually not 
significant. 
Operation. The Hall-current thruster design tested can be operated 
in three different modes: main cathode only, neutralizer cathode only, 
or both cathodes together. The electrical circuitry for all three 
modes is indicated in Fig. 4-9. The Ar introduction could also be 
changed as indicated in Fig. 4-2(b). Unless otherwise noted, allopera-
tion was with the uniform Ar feed. For the flows of Ar of about 100-1000 
mA-equiv, the vacuum chamber pressure was in the range of 1-10 x 10-4 
Torr. (The relation between flow rate and pressure was close to linear.) 
Results and Discussion 
Operating range. The voltages required to start and to maintain 
the discharge were investigated with both Ar feeds. The results of 
these tests are shown in Fig. 4-10. As discussed in the section on the 
magnetic field, the magnetic field strength was reduced from the initial 
value to facilitate operation. The reduced field strength used for 
the operating range tests of,Fig. 4-10 (indicated in Figs. 4-3 through 
4-8) thus represent a compromise between the low value required for 
discharge operation and the high value desired to minimize the electron 
backflow in the acceleration region. 
The results of Fig. 4-10 were obtained with only the main cathode 
heated to emission temperature, using a 17.5 A heating current. Up to 
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Fig. 4-9. Electrical power and instrumentation schematic. 
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an 8 V increase in starting voltage was observed with the nonuniform 
Ar feed, while the minimum voltage for the same feed was increased up 
to 4 V. 
The effect of the neutralizer cathode on the operating range is 
indicated in Fig. 4-11 for uniform Ar feed. It was found that with a 
neutralizer emission current of about 1 A (corresponding to 5 A heater 
current), the neutralizer emission caused the minimum operating voltage 
to approach the starting voltage over most of the pressure range inves-
tigated. 
The interaction between the two cathodes indicated in Fig. 4-11 was 
typical of this investigation. Simply increasing the neutralizer 
emission at a fixed main cathode emission usually resulted in the 
discharge being extinguished. On the other hand, if the main cathode 
emission were reduced as the neutralizer emission was increased, it was 
occasionally possible to continue operation. 
Operation with the neutralizer cathode only was possible at higher 
facility pressures and voltages, as indicated in Fig. 4-12. The opera-
ting range shown does not include starting the discharge. The discharge 
was started with the main cathode, then the emission was gradually 
shifted over to the neutralizer cathode. The crosshatched region in 
Fig. 4-12 is, therefore, simply the operating range for the neutralizer 
cathode after the discharge was started using the main cathode. The 
-4 pressure range of 6-9 x 10 Torr corresponded to Ar flows of about 600-
900 mA-equiv. The minimum pressure of 6.5 x 10-4 Torr gave operation at 
only 94 V, which (in eV) is close to the electron energy for maximum 
ionization cross section of Ar. 
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Plasma properties. A Langmuir probe was used to measure the plasma 
properties in the channel of the Hall-current thruster. The plasma 
properties were all evaluated at a radius of 3.2 cm, which is 1 rom 
more than the cathode radius. The operating conditions were: Ar flow, 
772.5 mA-equiv; pressure, 4 x 10-4 Torr (this higher flow-to-pressure 
ratio was caused by a change in the pumping system); main cathode 
heated to emission of 1 A; neutralizer cathode heated to an emission of 
0.6 A; anode set at 70 V with a plasma discharge of 2.5 A. 
Results obtained with the nonuniform gas flow are shown in Figs. 
4-13 through 4-15. The two sides of the thruster are indicated by the 
two magnetic integral values. Although the flow was nonuniformly 
introduced through two tubes, the plasma probing was symmetrical with 
these two tubes. The differences for the two sides are thus believed to 
represent the results of the different magnetic fields on the two sides, 
and not due to a flow difference. 
Both magnetic integrals in Fig. 4-13 indicate that the plasma 
potential outside the thruster is about 20 V less than anode potential, 
which is still about 50 V positive of the common potential near ground. 
It is clear that the magnetic field between the main cathode and 
neutralizer cathode is inadequate for voltage isolation. To be more 
specific, the reductions of field strength that were made to facilitate 
low voltage starting and operation resulted in too little field for 
acceleration purposes. 
The plasma properties for uniform and nonuniform Ar flow are 
compared in Figs. 4-16 through 4-18 for the 34 x 10-6 T-m side of the 
thruster. All circumferential nonuniformities tend to reduce the 
voltage isolation capabilities of Hall-current channels. The added 
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uniformity of a uniform gas flow might be expected to improve voltage 
isolation capability, which it does by 5-6 V. But the plasma potential 
outside the thruster is still about 45 V above the common potential. 
Conclusions 
An experimental Hall-current thruster was tested with refractory 
metal cathodes. The magnetic field was reduced from the initial design 
to facilitate starting and operation at low voltages «100 V). Although 
various operating modes were possible with the main and neutralizer 
cathodes, the voltage isolation capability of the acceleration channel 
was severely limited at the reduced field used. Circumferential varia-
tions are always detrimental for isolation capability, and a small 
improvement was noted when uniform Ar flow was used to replace a more 
nonuniform flow from only two tubes. 
The use of refractory metal cathodes resulted in serious circum-
ferential variations in the magnetic field, which resulted in corres-
ponding variations in plasma properties. Some of the limited voltage 
isolation capability observed was probably also due to the adverse 
affects of the refractory cathode on circumferential uniformity. 
As a major conclusion, then, the heating current for a refractory 
cathode can adversely affect circumferential uniformity in a Ha11-
current thruster. 
As another major conclusion, the low field strength used to 
facilitate starting and operation resulted in inadequate voltage isola-
tion for acceleration. 
One approach for avoiding the field-strength compromise used herein 
is to have a "discharge chamber" upstream of the acceleration region, 
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so that the ion generation can take place with only moderate field 
strengths in this region, while high field strengths are still available 
for acceleration. This is the general approach used in Hall-current 
accelerators in the U.S.S.R. 5 
Another approach might be to use more sophisticated approaches to 
electron diffusion in the "discharge chamber" region. Electron-
bombardment thrusters have discharge problems when the magnetic integral 
between the anode and cathode becomes too large. This problem is aggra-
vated when the anode area is only a small fraction of the total wall 
area for the discharge chamber. 6 It is suspected both of these factors 
are involved in field-strength problems encountered in this investiga-
tion. Inasmuch as the diffusion of electrons to the anode is the common 
limit when too high an integral or too small an anode area is used, 
alternate escape mechanisms for electrons may effectively solve these 
problems. 
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V. THEORY OF ION ACCELERATION WITH CLOSED ELECTRON DRIFT 
A class of ion accelerators, called Hall-current accelerators in 
the U.S., use the electric field generated by electrons diffusing 
through a magnetic field to accelerate ions. To avoid large electron 
sources and sinks due to E x H drift, the acceleration channels have 
closed drift paths, usually annular in shape. A theory is developed in 
this section for ion acceleration with closed electron drift paths. 
The major assumptions in this theory are: (1) the radial and 
circumferential variations in properties are small, so that the time-
averaged properties vary only with x, the acceleration direction; (2) 
the ion current density is constant throughout the acceleration region; 
and (3) the electron current density is constant throughout this region. 
Assumptions (2) and (3) imply (with energy conservation for ions) a 
constant-area flow channel, and localized ion generation at the upstream 
end of the acceleration channel. In practice, constant ion current 
density usually also means a channel of uniform radius and length. 
Using an integral approach to electron diffusion that was developed 
previously,l it is not necessary to make assumptions regarding the 
detailed distribution of magnetic field intensity. 
Differential Diffusion Equation 
Assuming Bohm diffusion for both the potential and density gradient 
terms, the equation governing electron diffusion in the upstream direc-
tion is 
en dV eT dn 
l6B dx - 16B dx' (5-1) 
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where je is the electron current (opposite to conventional current) in 
A/m2, e is the absolute electronic charge in C, n is the electron 
density in m-3 V is the plasma potential in V, T is the electron tem-
perature in eV, B is the magnetic field in T, and x is the distance in 
m in the direction of the electron diffusion measured from the exhaust 
plane. Note that this equation is concerned only with the electron 
motion opposite to the applied electric field, and not the circulating 
or Hall current. 
If ion production and losses are both negligible in the acceleration 
region, and the ion acceleration is restricted to the x direction, then 
the ion density can be expressed as 
n = n V 1/2/(V 
000 
_ V)1/2 , (5-2) 
where n is the ion density after acceleration and V is the potential 
o 0 
through which the ions are accelerated. The plasma potential V is 
defined as zero at the exhaust plane of the accelerator. From the 
quasi-neutrality assumption for a plasma, Eq. (5-2) also gives the 
electron density. 
Zero Electron Temperature 
The simplest case to calculate is the one in which electron 
temperature is negligible throughout the acceleration region. Substi-
tuting Eq. (5-2) in Eq. (5-1) and rearranging the results, 
l6Bj dx 
e 
en V 1/2dV /(V _ V)1/2 . 
000 
(5-3) 
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With j assumed a constant throughout the acceleration region, Eq. (5-3) 
e 
* can be integrated from the exhaust plane (V = 0) to obtain 
l6j fBdx 
e 
en V {2 - 2(1 
o 0 
(5-4) 
To facilitate comparison with other solutions, it is convenient to 
rearrange terms: 
jfBdx/en V 
o 0 
{l - (1 - V/V )1/2}/8 
o 
For integration over the entire acceleration region, to V 
side of Eq. (5-5) becomes 1/8. 
(5-5) 
V , the right 
o 
In practice, the acceleration process described by Eq. (5-5) might 
result from the continual collection of high energy electrons by, and 
emission of low energy electrons from, the walls of the acceleration 
channel. The electron temperature might also be maintained at a low 
value by excitations of ions and neutrals. In the latter case, however, 
one might also expect the assumption of negligible ionization in the 
acceleration region to be violated. 
Zero Initial Electron Temperature 
As another fairly simple case, the electron temperature can again 
be assumed zero at the exhaust plane, but then to increase as the 
electrons pass through the acceleration region. If energy is conserved, 
one would expect the electron temperature to be 
* The integral of fBdx is assumed to have B normal to dx for the problem 
herein. If this orientation is not used, a cross product must be used 
in the integration, i.e., fBxd~. 
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T = 2V/3 . (5-6) 
That is, the energy gained in passing through a potential difference of 
V results in a rms electron temperature of 2V/3. Note that this 
approach ignores thermal conduction by the electron population. The 
assumed Bohm diffusion is believed to result from electron scattering 
by ion-plasma waves, which can be generated by much lower electron-ion 
drift velocities than electron-plasma waves. This electron scattering 
is usually orders of magnitude greater than the scattering due to "soft" 
or Coulomb collisions by other electrons. Yet the thermal conductivity 
of an electron population is a function mostly of these Coulomb colli-
sions. The scattering collisions with ion-plasma waves tend to result 
in a much slower transfer of energy to and from the electron population. 
Ignoring thermal conduction by electrons thus appears to be consistent 
with the assumption of Bohm diffusion. 
For a nonzero electron temperature, the second term of Eq. (5-1) 
becomes important. The expression for n, Eq. (5-2), can be differen-
tiated to obtain 
dn n V 1/2dV/ 2 (V _ V)3/2 . 
o 0 0 
(5-7) 
Substituting Eqs. (5-2), (5-6) and (5-7) into Eq. (5-1) and rearranging 
the results, 
16Bj dx 
e 
en V 1/2 ( 
o 0 (V 
o 
-dV + VdV ) 
_ V)1/2 3(V _ V)3/2 
o 
(5-8) 
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Again assuming je a constant throughout the acceleration region, Eq. 
(5-8) can be integrated from the exhaust plane (V = 0) to obtain 
j fBdx/en V 
e 0 
{5 - 4(1 - V/V )1/2 - 1/(1 - V/V )1/2}/24 
o 0 
(5-9) 
This result is not as straightforward as Eq. (5-5). For example, 
integration of V to the limit of V results in an infinitely negative 
o 
value for the right side of Eq. (5-9). To illustrate the problem in 
more detail, Eq. (5-9) is plotted in Fig. 5-1, together with Eq. (5-5) 
for comparison. 
The values in Fig. 5-1 represent integrals from V = 0 to a particular 
value of V/V. For the integration limit of V/V much closer to zero 
o 0 
than unity, the two approaches (Eqs. (5-5) and (5-9)) give very similar 
results. As the limit V/V is increased, the divergence between the two 
o 
approaches becomes greater. Both Eq. (5-5) and Eq. (5-9) include 
electron diffusion from the potential gradient (first term in Eq. (5-1)). 
But only Eq. (5-9) has a diffusion in the opposite direction due to the 
increase in plasma density as potential increases. Note that the assump-
tion of zero electron temperature for Eq. (5-5) results in no such 
opposing diffusion. Due to this opposing diffusion effect in Eq. (5-9), 
less additional magnetic field is required to offset an additional 
potential difference at the same current density. The effect is propor-
tional to electron temperature, so the difference between the two solu-
tions increases with V/V. (Note that from Eq. (5-6), T/V is propor-
o 0 
tional to V/V .) 
o 
At a V/V = 3/4, the opposing diffusion due to increasing plasma 
o 
density exactly balances the diffusion due to potential gradient. 
--
--
--' ..... 
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Fig. 5-1. Comparison of theoretical solutions for acceleration region 
in steady-state plasma thruster. 
• 
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An incremental increase in V/V at this point thus requires no additional 
o 
magnetic field to maintain a given value of current density. Beyond 
V/V = 3/4, the solutions become double valued, which is clearly 
o 
unrealistic. 
In the derivations of Eqs. (5-5) and (5-9), the diffusion processes 
were assumed to be continuous. That is, the finite sizes of electron 
orbits were not considered. The physical expectation for Eq. (5-9), 
then, is that the electrons would pass from V/V = 3/4 to V/V = 1 by 
o 0 
means of a single, collision-free orbit. Using momentum considerations, 
the magnetic-field integral that can be crossed by this single orbit is 
!Bdx (5-10) 
where T is the electron temperature in eV and the potential difference 
from beginning to end of the orbit is V /4. The rms velocity was used 
o 
to calculate the contribution in Eq. (5-10) due to random electron 
energy. Having passed through a potential difference of 3V /4, Eq. 
o 
(5-6) indicates an electron temperature of V /2 at the start of the 
o 
orbit for substitution in Eq. (5-10). With this substitution, together 
with the electron charge and mass, the magnetic integral crossed is 
!Bdx = 6.45 x 10-6 V 1/2 
o 
(5-11) 
.~. 
The maximum value of abscissa in Fig. 5-1 (the start of the escape orbit) 
is 
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j fBdx len V 
e 0 0 
0.0417 • (5-12) 
Substituting for electronic charge and solving'for the magnetic integral, 
fBdx -21 6.68 x 10 n V /j 
o 0 e 
(5-13) 
It should be clear from Eqs. (5-11) and (5-13) that the escape orbit 
'" 
does not correspond to any particular fraction of the diffusion magrtetic 
integral indicated in Fig. 5-1. It is, therefore, not possible to show 
the specific value of abscissa in Fig. 5-1 that is associated with the 
end of the escape orbit. 
Constant Electron Temperature 
The constant electron temperature case is the more general formula-
tion of the zero electron temperature case. For a constant electron 
temperature, Eqs. (5-2) and (5-7) are substituted into Eq. (5-1), 
l6Bj dx = en V 1/2 ( 
e 0 0 (V 
o 
-dV + TdV ) 
_ V)1/2 2(V
o 
_ V)3/2 . (5-14) 
Integration upstream from the exhaust plane, again assuming a constant 
J" yields e' 
j fBdx len V 
e 0 0 
+ ~ - (1 - V/V )1/2 _ 
2V 0 
o 
(5-15) 
2(1 
The numerical results for Eq. (5-15) are similar to those from Eq. (5-9), 
in that results become double valued" for V/V above a certain value. For 
o 
Eq. (5-15), the limit for single-valued operation is 
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V/V 
a 
1 - T/2V 
a 
(5-16) 
Values for Eq. (5-5) (T/V 
a 
0) and Eq. (5-15) are shown in Table 5-1 
and Fig. 5-2. 
At first glance, the results shown in Table 5-1 and Fig. 5-2 
indicate that a potential jump may be expected for acceleration with 
constant electron temperature, similar to that shown in Fig. 5-1 for 
zero initial electron temperature. If the ions are assumed to come from 
a plasma at the start of acceleration, they should have an initial 
velocity corresponding to ion acoustic velocity (the minimum velocity 
found by Bohm for a stable plasma sheath). With this initial velocity, 
the ions will have gone through just enough preacce1eration to avoid the 
dashed portions of the curves shown in Fig. 5-2, hence avoid any sudden 
potential jump. In most practical applications, a constant electron 
temperature can, therefore, be expected to correspond to a continuous 
potential variation throughout the acceleration region. 
Conserved Electron Energy 
The conserved electron energy case is the more general formulation 
of the zero initial electron temperature case. The electron energy was 
assumed to be conserved in the derivation of Eq. (5-9), but the initial 
electron temperature in the exhaust plane, T , was assumed to be zero. 
o 
The case of interest here is a nonzero initial temperature. The electron 
temperature as a function of local potential V then becomes 
T T + 2V/3 . 
o 
Substituting Eqs. (5-2), (5-7), and (5-17) into Eq. (5-1) yields 
(5-17) 
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Table 5-1. Solutions for Constant Electron Temperatures. (Equations 
(5-5) and (5-15).) Values of j fBdx/en V • 
e 0 0 
V T 0 T 0.1 I-= 0.2 T 0.5 -= -= -= V V V V V 
0 0 0 0 0 
0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1 0.0064 0.0061 0.0057 0.0047 
0.2 0.0132 0.0125 0.0117 0.0095 
0.3 0.0204 0.0192 0.0180 0.0143 
0.4 0.0282 0.0264 0.0245 0.0191 
0.5 0.0366 0.0340 0.0314 0.0237 
0.6 0.0459 0.0423 0.0387 0.0278 
o. 7 0.0565 0.0514 0.0462 0.0307 . 
o. 75 0.0625 0.0562 0.0500 0.0312 
~< 
0.8 0.0691 0.0614 0.0536 0.0305 
0.9 0.0855 0.0720 0.0584 0.0179* 
0.09375 0.0938 0.0750 0.0562* -0.0000 * 
0.95 0.0970 0.0753 0.0536 * -0.0115 * 
0.0562*" * * 0.99 0.1125 0.0000 -0.1688 
* * * 0.9975 0.1188 0.0000 0.1188 -0.3562 
* * * 1.0 0.1250 -00 -00 -00 
* These values are believed to be in a physically unrealistic operating 
regime. 
" 
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Fig. 5-2. Solutions for constant electron temperatures. 
(T/V in eV/V.) 
o 
0.12 0.14 
(V _ V)1/2 
o 
l6j Bdx/en V 1/2 
e 0 0 
dV 
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T dV 
o 
2(V _ V)3/2 
, 0 .. '. 
Integrating from the exhaust plane then gives 
VdV 
3(V _ V)3/2 
o 
j fBdx len V 
e 0 0 ( 
3T 
5 + ~ - 4(1 - v/v )1/2 2V 0 
o 
2 + 3T Iv ) 
o 0 124 
2(1 - V/V )1/2 
o 
The limit for single valued re?~lts is 
v/v 
o 
(3/4) (1 - T 12V ) • 
o 0 
(5-18) 
(5-19) 
(5-20) 
Values for Eq. (5- 9) (T Iv 
o 0 
0) and Eq. (5-19) are shown in Table 5-2 
and Fig. 5-3. 
A finite initial electron temperature, T , is shown to result in 
. 0 . 
the requirement for a potential jump, similar to that described in con-
nection with Eq. (5-9) and Fig. 5-1. It is true that the magnitude of 
this jump decreases relative to V as T increases, when an initial 
o 0 
velocity equal to the ion acoustic velocity is assumed. But the jump 
will still exist for all T Iv < 1. 
o 0 
Comparison with Experimental Results 
The value of the Bohm diffusion coefficient used herein is the one 
most widely used,2,3 
with T again in eV and B in T. Although this value has been used to 
e 
3 
correlate diffusion data for a wide range of experiments, it should be 
.. 
, . 
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Table 5-2. Solutions for Conserved Electron Energy. (Equations (5-9) 
and (5-19).') Values of j fBdx/en V . 
e 0 0 
o 
V 
V . 
o 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.05625 
0.6 
0.675 
0.7 
0.7125 
O. 75 
0.8 
0.8086 
0.8944 
0.9 
0.9173 
0.9375 
1.0000 
* 
To 
- = 0 V 
o 
0.0000 
0.0063 
0.0127 
0.0191 
0.0254 
0.0316 
,0.0351 
0.0370 
0.0402 
0.0410 
0.04l3 
0.0417 
0.0406 
1, 
* 0.0402 
1, 
0.0260 
,~ 
0.0239 
,~ 
0.0175 
,~ 
0.0000 
* _00 
To V = 0.1 
o 
0.0000 
0.0060 
0.0119 
0.0179 
0.0236 
0.0290 
0.0319 
0.0334 
0.0355 
0.0358 
0.0359 
* 0.0354 
* 0.0329 
," 0.0321 
* 0.0l30 
* 0.0104 
,~ 
0.0000 
* -0.0188 
* -co 
To V = 0.2 
o 
0.0000 
0.0056 
0.0112 
0.0166 
0.0218 
0.0264 
0.0287 
0.0298 
0.0308 
* 0.0307 
0.0304 
)~ 
* 0.0296 
* 0.0252 
* 0.0241 
* 0.0000 
* 0.0032 
* 
-0.0155 
* 
-0.0375 
* -00 
~-V - 0.5 
o 
0.0000 
0.0046 
0.0090 
0.0l30 
0.0163 
0.0186 
0.0191 
* 0.0189 
* 0.0167 
)~ 
0.0152 
* 0.0142 
* 0.0104 
* 0.0020 
* 0.0000 
* 
-0.0389 
* 
-0.0437 
* 
-0.0620 
1, 
-0.0938 
* -00 
These values are believed to be in a physically unrealistic operating 
regime. 
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Fig. 5-3. Solutions for conserved electron energy and various 
exhaust-plane electron temperatures. (T Iv in eV Iv.) 
o 0 
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kept in mind that it is only a semiempirical approximation and there is 
considerable data scatter. Perhaps more important, anomalous diffusion 
has been found to follow liB relationships in a wide variety of tests. 
Further, if one accepts a liB relationship proportional to Eq. (5-21), 
the results of Eqs. (5-15) and (5-19) should be expected to follow as 
qualitative consequences. 
The constant-e1ectron-temperature solution, Eq. (5-15), does not 
depart significantly from our intuitive expectations. The solution with 
conserved electron energy, Eq. (5-19), is less obvious. A similar sudden 
potential jump at the positive end of the accelerating region, though, 
has been described in Soviet literature (see Appendix). The continuous 
potential variation of Eq. (5-15) is associated with a "hybrid accel-
erator with closed electron drift," which is normally translated as a 
"Hall-current accelerator." The version where the potential jump is 
encountered is called an "accelerator with anode layer," with no 
equivalent type in U.S. literature. An experimental study was made in 
which both accelerator types were studied with essentially the same 
. 1 4 experlmenta apparatus. (This Soviet paper by Bardadimov, et a1., 
is included in the Appendix.) The only essential difference was that 
the insulator (item 2 in Fig. 1 of the Soviet paper) was included for 
the Hall-current accelerator and omitted for the anode-layer version. 
The presence of the insulator in close proximity to the accelerating 
channel would be expected to result in the collection of the higher 
energy electrons, and their replacement with lower energy secondaries. 
The presence of the insulator would thus be expected to correspond more 
to Eq. (5-15). Without the insulator, there would be a barrier of 
lower density plasma between the plasma in the accelerating channel and 
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any solid surface. The electrons flowing back from the neutralizer 
would thus be expected to reach a higher temperature before escaping, 
and the acceleration process would be expected to correspond more to 
Eq. (5-19). 
Numerical comparisons were also attempted. Using the Ar propellant 
points included in the table of Bardadimov, et al., and assuming that 
they correspond to Fig. 5-3 and the 400 V points of Fig. 5-2, Eq. (5-15) 
was found to be about 10 times higher than the experimental electron 
back-flow for the Hall-current accelerator, and Eq. (5-19) was found to 
be about three times higher than that of the anode layer accelerator. 
Inasmuch as the tabulated data used represent the product of some opti-
mization, it is perhaps reasonable that the experimental values are 
lower than predictions based on mean experimental electron diffusion. 
The sensitivity of operation of such accelerators to optimization is 
indicated in another paper by Ivashchenko, et al. 
Conclusions 
Solutions were derived for ion accelerators with closed electron 
drift. Two classes of solutions were found, depending on whether the 
electron temperature is constant throughout the acceleration channel or 
it is allowed to rise as electrons flow toward the anode. In the latter 
case, a near discontinuous jump in potential is predicted at the positive 
end of the channel. Details of the acceleration process (such as the 
initial electron temperature) do change particulars of the calculated 
results. But the existence of the potential jump appears to be a persis-
tent phenomenon when electron potential energy is converted into random 
energy. 
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The continuous potential solution associated with the assumption of 
constant electron temperature corresponds, from the experimental view-
point, to the Hall-current accelerator. The solution with a potential 
jump near the anode corresponds to the anode-layer accelerator, described 
in Soviet literature. 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
No reductions in discharge losses were obtained in any of a 
variety of bias experiments conducted with a multipole discharge 
chamber of an electrostatic thruster. This absence of any reductions 
in discharge losses was observed despite repeated demonstration of 
anode potentials more positive than the bulk of the discharge plasma. 
The most promising trend in these bias experiments was the reduc-
tion of the penalty associated with biased anode operation as the 
magnetic integral above the biased anodes was increased. The obvious 
next step appears to be further bias tests with even higher magnetic 
integrals. 
The use of hollow cathodes with assembled construction, as opposed 
to welded construction, appears practical. This approach is particu-
larly promising for larger cathodes at higher missions, where the 
thermal expansion problems would be more serious with the present 
welded construction. Successful operation without emissive oxide 
offers the opportunity for accurate analyses of the electron emission 
and heat flow in a hollow cathode. Operation without oxide also offers 
the possibility of more reliable starting in programs where repeated 
or prolonged exposure to air after operation is a necessity. 
As indicated in the Introduction, the study of the Hall-current 
accelerator represents a sharp departure from past work of this Grant. 
The experimental configuration of the Hall-current thruster that was 
tested had a uniform field throughout the ion generation and accel-
eration regions. To obtain reliable ion generation, it was necessary 
to reduce the magnetic field strength, to the point where excessive 
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electron backf10w was required to establish ion acceleration. This 
problem should be resolvable by using a nonuniform magnetic field 
strength, with ion generation restricted to a reduced field strength 
region. It also may be resolvable by the use of a more sophisticated 
electrode geometry in the ion generation region. 
The theoretical study of ion acceleration with closed electron 
drift paths resulted in two classes of solutions. One class has the 
continuous potential variation in the acceleration region that is 
normally associated with a Hall-current accelerator. The other class 
has an almost discontinuous potential step near the anode end of the 
acceleration region. This step includes a significant fraction of the 
total acceleration potential difference. This latter class corresponds 
to the anode-layer accelerator in U.S.S.R. literature. 
• 
APPENDIX A 
The five summary papers included in this Appendix were selected 
to show typical Soviet technology in what, in the U.S., would all be 
called Hall-current accelerators. These papers were presented in the 
IV All-Union Conference on Plasma Accelerators and Ion Injectors, 
sponsored by the U.S.S.R. Academy of Science, Scientific Council on 
the Combined Problems of Plasma Physics, Moscow, 1978. The papers 
were, in the order presented, pages 21-22, 25-26, 31-32, 35-36, and 
68-69 in the Proceedings. Assistance from William Lewus in the trans-
lation of these papers is gratefully acknowledged. 
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Ob Yl3E.rJmWiH C''cJi]3HJJLHOCTM 11J\PiuVlETP013 ~OPli[Hpyall1M CTYHEID1 
YC1\oPYITEJlH C A1~O,liHbrr,:l CJIORvI 
I1nmuclII\o C.C., M81ilTLJJWD II.A., 1'IWlWWW B.A. 
D p8c5o~e [ I] flOlCa38,HO, lITO npn 'pa60T8 YCKOplLTeJIJI 0 
QHO)JjiLu~ CJiOCi", B l-IH3IWDOJILTHhIX peiiUIMaX ( MOlIoe 500B) HaIOI3,Wl-
BOlOTOJI iKCO'flure TpeeJOBamm: no C'l'aClHJIbHOCT:b napmt.OTpOB M8!:'HWi.'-
HOM CllCT8ULI, (fJ0P1GIpYlO111eM O'l'yneHl1, YClwp.rrroU{ei1 cTynCl-lll 11 pacxo-
~8 110i-In006pC33Yioulero MaTOprfaJIa ( B .uaHH0r.: CJIy4W8 - u;emrft). 000-
GOmIO i1eCTIUlOOI'pDHIFleHH5! Hm{JIa,ubIBClTOTCJI Ha napmf.C'rpu q)OPIftHPYiJ-
u~o:,i cTynOI-i;lo Yr-!.eHblilcHue TORa H3 neJll1tLury 60JIOO 2% OT HOt',a-a-IaJIL-
l-WI'O 3Ha'WHlUI rrpHBO,IC1Ir,r R cpI-my YCIWP?T'fOJIbE:OI'O p(mliIt:a, a YBeJI:i-
'-rOliT'Ie '1'01<8 D cIx>1)!!.1IJ)Y10l1\811 cTyneHlI Dl)k'iBO,IT,;1'l' 1\ 3Hat.::r'iTeJII'1~oUY, D03-
'pOC'l'8E}~lO '1'01\0 YTOiIIGI I-ID nOJIlOCD MarmlTHOM C:'~CTG~.;LI ;1, 0J1e,n;On8-
Tc.rn"')HO, CJIHr.<emno 8(IxfJ(3I{TlIBIIOCT}I paOOTbI yCI(Op~'iTeJI.fI. 13 C.lIij'tlae 
np;'Hi.8HOHHJI ::1CTOQma\oB lJUTaHtJR C a!tTHDHHMM 60JIJIaCTHlJMH 8JIe:1.8ct-
T&f!.E Ba.r~cpi;{QTb Tmur8 i;mC'fKire r.rpe60Bc1HH.H no CT80}lJIbHOCT~'1 D81)8-
r.~071)OD (I)()PI'.~JIr>YIOLl~8ii cTyrrGm!~OB?JILHO 3D TPY,II.nu'reJI:bHO • A.H8JI~L3 yo-
JIOKI:I YCToii\r;moH COBM8CTHOH p8GOThI yCI\Ol)!~TeJLq H CllfCTew-.l 8JIeI{-
T'pom~rf3HHR nOI{8 3bIBoeT, 't{TO ,1J,JIH. ,nOCTliii{eHUJI MOIW:HMDJI,bHOH YCTO:r-
~mBOCTH no rP.O.PMHPYlOllloi1: cTyrreHH yCI~Or!".:TeJm C a HO,IUII:IJ'.( CJI08r.'! HG-
oOXO.IJ.HrW, 'ITOOH DI-IeWH.fI.FI xapaI<Tep11CTlma CHCTeMbI 8JI8ItTpOnHTa-
HHH COO'fB8TCTBOBaJIO nOTO't{HHRY TORa. 3KcrreIHiUCHTaJIbHO npOBepe-
He pD6oTocnocoCiHOCTb YCI<opUTeJ1J! C c:H-rO,UH1Il't. CJ10or:. DPI1 IlMTC1Iim! 
<VO,~MHpYIOlileIt o TyrremI OT ,Unyx YIOT01.£HlIKOB C BHelliHHlV!I1 xapalcTCl:'HC-
TI1I{af.n-I, npJIne.neHHilMH lID p~IC.I H pIIo.2. rr'p~I mITaHYIIl Gopr.mpyLO-
me:·: cTyneHH OT l!CTO't{HHIW TORa (puo. 2) O'l'Me'leHO 3H8Q;ITeJI1)IIOC 
nODHUleHHG YCTOMlJ}IDOH pa60Tl:l BoeU CYfCTe~,!bIo 
" 
.. 
.. 
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o ~--~--~----~--~ Q25 0,5 Q75 up-
Eo 
Puc.i 
:11Fl 
:J" 
0,75 
as 
0, 
o 
~ 
0,2.5 as a 7S J!se. 
R Eo uc.2 
I •.. I1BomeHIw c.c. ,rrapU~HI~ A.C., TltaqeHKO B.A. ,J.l.IymHJIOB IJ.B. 
"OC06CHHOCT;I padoTbI YCKoplITe.1UI C aHO,nHbIM CJIOeM B Hn3I~0130JIbT­
HbIX pelKKMax". TC3iICbI ,!l;aHHoro c6opmma • 
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ON INCREASE OF STABILITY OF PARAMETERS FOR IONIZATION STAGE OF 
ACCELERATOR WITH ANODE LAYER 
S. S. Ivaschenko, N. A. Mashty1ev, and V. A. Tkachenko 
In the work of Ref. 1 is shown that during the operation of the 
accelerator with anode layer in low-voltage regimes (less than 500 V) 
there are imposed close requirements on the stability of the parameters 
of the magnetic system, which forms the acceleration of the stage and 
the discharge of ion-forming material (in this case cesium). Particularly 
close restrictions are imposed on parameters of the ion generation stage. 
A decrease of current at a value more than 27. from the nominal magnitude 
causes a breakdown of the acceleration regime, and an increase of the 
current in the forming stage causes considerable increase of current 
loss on the poles of the magnetic system and, consequently, a reduction 
in effectiveness of operation of accelerator. It is rather difficult 
to maintain such strict demands for stabilization of parameters of the 
ionization stage using power sources with active elements. An analysis 
of the conditions of stable joint operation of the accelerator and the 
system of the power supply shows that to attain the maximum stability 
for the ionization stage of the accelerator with an anode layer, it is 
necessary for the external characteristics of the power suppy system 
to correspond to a current source. The working capability of the 
accelerator with an anode layer using the ionization-stage supplies from 
two sources with (different) exterior characteristics, has been proven 
• 
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experimentally and is shown in Figs. land 2. With power supplied to 
ionization stage from current sources (Fig. 2), there is noted a sig-
nificant increase in the working stability of the entire system . 
References 
1. S. S. Ivaschenko, A. S. Parschik, V. A. Tkachenko, and Yu. V. Shipilov, 
"Working Features of Accelerator with Anode Layer in Low-Voltage 
Regime," Thesis of given (this) symposium. 
In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 (PMC. 1 and FMc. 2), I~/Io and U~/Eo are the 
relative current and voltage of the discharge of ionization stage. 
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X/lPAI{TEP:~CT>rIU O,ZUIOCTYITEHtIATOrO YCl{OP&iTEJIfl C 
AHO,l.(l-W:A CJIOEM HA UE3Vllll 
B.~.rapHYllia, B.C.Epo~eeB. E.A.]nnHH 
C. IT .l1yrvtHa 
B HacTOrlU~et1 pa60Te npe;n;CTBlllIeml! xapaHTepiICTHHk1 O,IiHOCTY-
nCIItIaTOrO YCHopHTeJI~ C alio;n;HLlM CJIOCM ,HCrrOJIJ)3Ylo~ero 13 HatICCTBe 
pa60tIero ~e~eCTDa ue3rl". CXeMBTWtIeCKOe H306pa~eHwe MO;n;eJIH H 
cxeMo. 3JIeKTpOn~TaH~R np~13e;n;eHLI Ho. pUC. I. B KaqeCTBe HaTo~a 
Ha 13~XO;n;e yCKop~TeJIfl WCnOJIJ)30BaJIHCJ) JIWaO npfiMO~aHaJIbHaH 
BOJIJ)~paMoBaH HHTb, JI~60 cneu~aJIbH~M. nOJILlM. HaToA, TaH~e pa6o-
TalOtnHi1 Ho. ue 3~1l1. B CJIytIae BhlIOIIOtIeHHOrO HaTo~a Ml1Hl1MaJIbHOe 
pa3pH~IJOe HanpH;i\eHl1e COCTaBJIHJIO ~ 200 B. t1cnOJI:030BaH.vre HaTO-
.I\a no 3BOJHiJIO C In1311Tb Harrpm;teHWe MeHee \leM ;n;o 20 B. XapaKTe pltlC-
T~Hl1 O.I\HOcTynCHtIaTOrO aHCWaJIbHOrO YCKOpl1TeJIH l1CCJIe;n;OBaJI~C~ npltl 
113MeHelUHl pa3pH.I\HOrO HanpmKeHMi Up OT 20 .n;o 200 B, MarUV1THO-
ro nOJIH H OT 0,005 ;n;o 0,04 Tn 
rrpj STOM paCXo;n; pa60tIero Be~e­
CTHa no;n;;n;epm~BaJICH rrOCTORHHLlM B 
TetIeHV1e Bcero 3HCnepl1MeHTa. B 
OCllOBHOM pa60Ta rrpoBo.n;;1JIaCb npl1 
paCXo;n;e pa60qero 13e~CCTBa 13 TO-
H013b1X e.n;vIHl1uax I +3 A, HO 13 pR;I4e 
CJIytlaeB 01-1 ,1:(0 BO;n;l1JIC R ,1:(0 IO A, 
np~ STOM xapaKTepl1CTl1Hl1 OCTa-
BaJIilCl> aIW1l0rk'ltIHLllvlltl. 
BOJIbT-aMrrepHaH xapaKTepl1C-
THKa O.n;HocTynGHQaTOrO yCKopUTeJIR 
rrpe;n;CTallJIeHa Ha puc. 2. B 06JIao-
T~ HarrpREeHH~ MeHee laO B 130JI~T-
-aMrrepHaR xapaKTepl1CTMHa na;n;aID-
maR ~ TOK pa3pn;n;a 13 ;I4Ba ~ 60-
nee pa3a npeBhIlllaeT .BeJIH'llI1HY paC-
PViC. I 
I-rrapopacrrpe;I4enl1~eJIbHafl 
KaMepa, 2-aHO;n;, 3-rrOJIIDCHLle 
SK paHhI, IrK aTYUIHa, 5-MarHH-
TOnpOBO;I4, 6-KaT0;I4. 
xO)la. ITPM HarrpRiKeHl1l1 60JIbII1e IOO B paapR;n;HLlM. TOl{ cJIa60 aaBI10l1T 
OT HarrpRmeHI1R H OTHOII1eHHe pa3pR~"OrO TOKa K pacxo~y Ha STOM 
yqacTHe COCTaBJIfleT ~ I,5. 
Ha pRC. 3 npl1Be~eHa aaBHCHMOCTi cpe~HeMaocOBOn CHOPOCTH 
'. 
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Tp) 
6 
4- "--L 
2 ~ 
D 50 100 150 Up,: 
PMC. 2 
I-BonbT-at.mepHaH xapaH-
Tep~CTL1Hat 2-pacxo~ 
pa60Qero BemecTBa 
Q. =2,I A. 
MOlion OT pa3pflNlOI'0 llnnpmi\eHMH npil 
paSJ1;J l llIblX paCXO;L\ax pa60licro Bem,eCT-
Ba. PU30POC 3IIUtIe 111111 C pe,nHeMaCCOBoM 
CKOpOCT~ OT 3Hcnep~MeHTa K 3Hcnep~­
MeHTY COCTUBnHeT MCHee 10%. Ha STOM 
mc p~CYHKe nOHa3aHa 3aBHCHMOCT~ 
TeOpeTHtICCHOrO 3HUQBHMH cpe~HBMac­
COBO~ CHOpOC~M OT pa3pfi~Horo HanpH-
iKe H,lH. KaH BL1AHO, rrOJIyqe HHaH MS 
aHcrrep~MeH~a cpeAHeMaCCOBaH CHO-
POCTb 6JI~3Ha H TeOpeT~tIeCHOMY 
aHatIeH~ID M K.rr.A. YCHOPBHMH COC-
TaBJIHBT 0,7570,87, T.B. 06paayro-
mUCCR ~OHhl YCHopHmTcfl 3JIeHTpMQBCHMM 
rrOJICM cooTneTcTnYlOllli1M (0, 7ST{) ,87) Up • 
B XO,1l;O i'iCCJIe;n;OJJaHJ.1fl G)};ma CHHTa aaBViC11MOCTD Ip 11 cpeAHc-
l,lUcconoU CHOPOCTM OT MarHMTHoro nOJIH. OHH c~ecTBeHHo 3aBl1CRT 
OT BeJI;t,tIIlHLJ MarIH1THOrO rrOJIH 11 MMelOT orrTMMyM rrpM HeHoTopoM 
31IatIemiM HorrT • aTe OrrTViMaJI:DHOB 3HaQeHVIB B l1CCJIe){yeMOM ;It:1ana-
30He paspHAHoro HarrpHiKeHHH H3MeHHeTCH B rrpeABJIaX aT 0,005 
;lt0 0,025 TJI. 
PMC. 3 
I-pacqeTHaH HpKBaH, 2-sKcnepHMeHTaJI:DHaH 
HpHBaH (X - ({ = 2,I A, V - Q =I, 76 A, 
a - rt =1 , 43 A ). 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SINGLE-STAGE ACCELERATOR WITH ANODE LAYER ON CESIUM 
V. I. Garkusha, V. S. Yerofiev, E. A. Liapin, and S. P. Chugina 
In this work are presented the characteristics of a single-stage 
accelerator with anode layer, which uses cesium as a working material. 
The schematic representation of the model and the power-supply scheme 
are presented in Fig. 1. As a cathode at the exit of the accelerator, 
use was made either of a directly heated tungsten filament or of a 
special hollow cathode, also working on cesium. In the event that the 
neutralizer was turned off, the minimum discharge voltage constituted 
about 200 V. Utilization of a cathode permitted a reduction of this 
voltage to less than 20 V. Characteristics of the single-stage axial 
accelerator were investigated with a variation of discharge voltage Ud 
from 20 to 200 V, of the magnetic field H from 0.005 to 0.04 Tesla, with 
the consumption of working material maintained 'constant in value for all 
of the experiment. The work was mainly conducted at a flow rate of 
working material in current units of 1 to 3 A, but in a number of 
cases it was brought up to 10 A, with the characteristics remaining 
similar. 
Volt-ampere characteristics of single-stage accelerator are 
presented in Fig. 2. In the region of voltage less than 100 V, volt-
ampere characteristics are decreasing and the current of discharge is 
two and more times greater in value than the flow./ With a voltage of 
more than 100 V, the discharge current depends slightly on voltage, and 
the ratio of discharge current to flow in this range is about 1.5. 
.' 
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In Fig. 3 is presented the mean-mass velocity of ions as a function 
of discharge voltage for different flows of working material. The 
spread of values for mean-mass velocity from experiment to experiment 
constituted less than 10%. This drawing shows the dependence of theo-
retica1 value of mean-mass velocity on discharge voltage. As is seen, 
the obtained mean-mass velocity is close to the theoretical value, and 
coefficient of useful operation constitutes 0.75-0.87. That is, the 
ions generated are accelerated by means of an electric field corresponding 
to (0.75-0.87) Ud . 
In the course of the investigation was gathered the dependence of 
Id and mean-mass velocity on magnetic field. They essentially depend on 
the value of the magnetic field and there exists an optimum with some 
value HOPT ' This optimum value in the investigated range of discharge 
voltage varied from 0.005 to 0.025 Tesla. 
In Fig. 1 (FMc. 1): 1 is the gas distributor, 2 is the anode, 3 
are the pole screens, 4 is the magnet winding, 5 is the magnetic circuit, 
and 6 is the cathode. The left-hand power supply in Fig. 1 is the 
discharge power supply. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (PRC. 2 and FMc. 2); 
Ip,A and Up,B are discharge current Id in Amp and discharge voltage Ud ' 
in V; while V in cm/c is velocity V in em/sec. In Fig. 3, 1 is the 
calculated curve and 2 is the experimental curve, while Q is the flow 
rate in A-equiv. 
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o Bj~'~E{Yii'l EAliPABJIEI:TIrJ:n ITOJi,A"4H PASOT.{L~r'O BElllECTBA 
HA X/iPAi{'JEPHC1.HI0I PA3PfV1~A C AI-IO,TI,i-TIL,1 CnOE.1! 
C .)1, .fP:·EilllI-I, B.l{ .l(ar~mHHKOB, }Q.B. Ca.~01ii:\;1H 
Oi..:cnepi{M8Wl'aJThHbIe I1CCm,u.ooaHH.H CBOI~lCTB £ 1./-1 p8.3pH,na C 
3[1jMU-ryTLI:v1 ,l\l::el~(rO(,I SJJ8KTPOHOB YKaSbIBarOT, tIro HarrpaBJIeI-H18 nO,lJ,alli1 
pilOOtrero I38ilJPC'I'Dil 'Cyll~8CTBeHHO BJMfl8T Ha Crr:'),)'Krr:ypY aI-lO,ll;aoro CJIOJI 
11,2/. l1oJ\PooHe8 H3ytIeH pa3pH,lJ, B YCIWPWl'8JlJ-lX, r,lJ,e no,natIa B8~8cr.r­
nil OCJ11\8C'l'BJLfiGTC.H tIepe3 aHO,rr, (CJJ;ftIai1 A). 06Pil'l'HhItl cJIytIa~ iio,natru 
(CjI:/1"m~ B) 'reopGTa-qecK11 VIccm,rpBaH SHa'll1TeJlbHO cJIaoGe. ITo8TOMY 
I1p3~~C'I'aBJlileT illI'l'GP3C fCliBHHG 3a,natJl1. )J,JI5I CJrytIOOB'·A,E 11 cpaBHeHae 
P83J JIb'1'a'l'OD. PilCCr.iO'l'l~HI1e rrpODo,t\l1J10Cb B ,1Jfl[rxiiys}lOHHOM npi10JIYV;,e-
e(o}= tfo)=o, !;(o)=()~ ;;/s,,)= o. 
PelilGHv.e ,lJ,aJIO pacTIpz,I\e .T.l3H}ie no C.iIOIO OC-
(,5 -r<-'H\-~....L-t-----I HOBHhD( xapaI{TepaC'l'MK paspfl,I\a Vi I1X I1&'.JIe-
HeHl1e C POC'rOl..1 pacxo,lJ,a ,I\j1'I pasJMtU-IbLX Be-
.J1l1tlliii Man-H1'Yrloro nOJL'I. Ha" pv.cyr-max cnm~i-
1,0 -t--lt-'r--~--l-L..----I Hue JIHHHl1 coo TEe TCTB}'10T C JIjtIaIO E, nYHK-
o 0,5 
Puc. -I 
Tl1pHblG - A, iliTpMxrr'yHr{'I'Mp~-Ible - B, HO C 
y~-e'l'OM peaJIbHOCTij rrpou,eccoB - 3aBaCI1MOC-
Tv.: tIaC'l'OTbI 110H113aI.\HYI OT SHepf"Aa SJI3KT[O-
HOD, TIO'l'<3Pb SHeprl1l1 SJI8I-=TPOHOB Vi HilJll1\lliH 
" OOJIr..1CTl-1 cpUBa y aHo~a. Ha pl1c.I ,Il,w-m: 
\ 
JIji pacnpe,Il,G .iI8l-mli n ~ (Kpl1 BaH I) 11 nO. (KPl-&BaJI 
'2 2 ) B 3aOOCl1MOCTl1 OT nOTeHllflaJIa t ~JLq 
.. 
.' 
• 
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X ==0,2 !1 f 
:)OB Je 11 } . En )Ac.2 nOl(&3WlbI nr.oY . .JiJ.Ia nor:;.'Ol(a I;et!TP~mB ~O) ~VLli 
(Ii~'I~~'!.)hI Ha KPl1BLIX). B CJr;tIc:e E ;vlal\ciV.!yl'li IWHU.8H'lTpau,:1ti 
3,I1.eCb r:eaJTI13YIO'l'CH '/CJDD!1,f{ }J.JI/i aa-
.. . 
HOO;n;,E .. BYr CI';:0POC':I,',;1 i~OI-I~'I3al\HH. C ;oCTOM 
(~-,I'----I pacxo,l\a OOJIaCTb, B I{O'IDpJI1 110HI13yeTC.f.[ 
D,S+-->r-- OCHOBHaa tIaC'l'b HctiTpamB, ~ OTJ.:ltltJVr8 OT A 
cMe~aoTC/I 1< Hatra.n;v CJiO;~. 1{poM8 TOI'O,HV.3-
o 
KaJI SHepPAfl SJBI{Tp0HOB B HCltraJ-:0 CJIOR 11 
MOHO mHHoe yc5uI38I·m:e So (p) (p~c. 3, I'\WJ.iph! 
<------l .. ---y='/ (.J 
Bel h:PHBhIX - 3HaqeHl1H X. ) .YIW.3hIBmOT f'ra 
So 
1,5+-------T+-----~ 
fp +--~'<:--
D, Sl-____ t-___ --J 
TO, 'lI'TO Y'lI8T peaJThl-iOC'B'I BhIceyrroMHHprux 
ITpo~eCCOB ,IJ..illi cJ1}T'lIarr B 60 me Ba~:BH. Pac-
'lI8ThI, nlx)BO~eHHHe C vlX y-qeTOM rrO~TB8p;':;­
ArnoT 3TO, ,IJ.aBah 3Ha1.leH!'l.H S.,::: 2 + 3 !1 
cpe,IV-Ietf S!-repnlli SJlSX':.'POHOB AI 0,2 . 
8JIDKTpI1treCKoe rrOlle E VI 3J13I\TpOHHUV. 
'J.'OK /1 B ~JJy-qae B pacTyT 6hIC'l'-pee 11 y 
o 1.0 f3 aIIOAa iliv:elOT C>OJIbiliH8 BeJL'I'lliHht B ~POKOM 
Puc. .3 
Mci.rI8.30H8 '(lHC8JI J • AHaJL13 pe3: .illi'i'a'.L'OB nOKa3bIBaeT, 'lIm rrepe-
MeHa IfanpaBmiU151 rrO,IJ.alI!1 BI-IOCH:T p.fI,IJ. cy~ecT:seiiHbIX v13MeHeHH:ti: B 
C TPY1{ TYP.Y aHO ,)j{IO 1'0 C JJO fl. 
1. H.A .KepBa.JlHlliBllm, A.B .il{apI1HoB. Xapar\Te paCTHI{ll paSpH,l\a HU3KOI'O 
,n;aBJ:8HI1H B none pem-10M M:a:r:-iHTHOM no J2. ET@, 35, BbII1. 12, I965. 
2. I1.JlC13MeHHbIe YClwpHTGm C Sa\1ImyTbIM :~pet10:>M. :IIaTepHaJlhl IT Bce-
COI03;'lOM IWH0. no rrJIa3MeHHhIM YCKOpH Te JIHM. Ml1HCI{, i13,I\.}1H-Ta 
q)i13i1 K Vi AH BCCP, C Tp • I26 • 
3. B.C.Epo(f0eB, IO.B.Cru-IO'lIin1H, C.C.~aJMl1rroB. rrpl1aHO,II,HhI~I 3JI8K'rpH-
-qeCKi1a cmM B pa3pH,l\e C 3aM.Imy'l'bI:J XOJIJJOBCKI1i:A TOKOM.f1MTill,5,69. 
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THE EFFECT OF DIRECTION OF SUPPLY OF WORKING MATERIAL ON 
CHARACTERISTICS OF DISCHARGE WITH ANODE LAYER 
C. D. Grishin, V. K. Kalashnikov, Yu. V. Sanochkin 
Experimental investigations of the properties of E x H discharge 
with closed drift of electrons indicate that the direction of supply of 
working material essentially affects the structure of the anode layer, 
Refs. 1 and 2. Detailed study was made of the discharge in accelerators 
where the flow of material occurs through the anode (case A). Reverse 
case of supply (case B) has been theoretically studied significantly 
less. Therefore the answer is of interest for the problem of cases A 
and B, and the comparison of results. The treatment was carried out in 
the diffusion approximation. For A, use was made of a system of equations 
and of boundary conditions, Ref. 3, for B they exhibit the following 
appearance: 
n. 
1 
q'n'ds' S J , S 
s In' -n+E: 
H = 
n 
o (~2M a.v ><a v »1/2 
w m 1 e 0 e 
e 
.. 
• 
nCo) n' (0) 0, j (0) 
e 
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0, o . 
The solution gave the distribution over the layer of the fundamental 
characteristics of the discharge and their variation with increase of 
discharge for various values of magnetic field. In the illustrations 
the continuous lines correspond to case B, the dashed lines to case A, 
and the dot-dash lines to case B, but with account taken of real 
processes - the dependence of ionization frequency on electron energy, 
and existence of breakdown at the anode. In Fig. 1 is given the dis-
tribution of n (curve 1) and of n. (curve 2) in terms of potential n 
e 1. 
for H = 0.2 and S = 0.8, typical for a wide range of variation of 
parameters of Hand S. In Fig. 2 are shown profiles of neutral flow 
q(n) for various S (numbers on curves). In case B, the maximum con-
centration of nand n is in the beginning of the layer, and therefore 
o e 
here is realized the condition for the greatest rate of ionization • 
With increase of discharge, the region in which the majority of 
neutrals is ionized, in contrast to A, is displaced to the beginning of 
the layer. Apart from that, low energy of electrons in beginning of 
layer and monotonic decrease of s (S) (Fig. 3, numbers on curves are 
o 
values of H) indicate that the effects of the above mentioned real 
processes are more important for case B. Calculations carried out with 
the inclusion of these effects confirm this, giving values of s ~ 2-3 
o ~ 
and mean electron energy of ~O.2. The electric field E and electron 
current je in case B increase more quickly and at the anode exhibit 
greater values in a wide range of quantities than of S. Analysis of the 
results shows that change of the direction of supply brings about a 
sequence of important changes in the anode layer structure. 
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;::OiIJ~O::ili.~ 11CC)}F~OJJAH;11 PACilPl!~l~FJ]EI-I;,H I1'LPAVE'TPOB B I{;\HAjIE 
Y~I1 
J.... Z ~ByrpoBa, B. C. 2JpCOU;i<ilt:r, B.I{ .Xap'WBI-ilmOB 
?acrrpe.r:;eJIOHiI.il i':OED,OHTpau.:Hi1 ne M TeimepaTypr:r Te 3JIeKT-
POHO:;) , a w~c;\e r;O'i'O;!:~:WJIa TIJIil31,IT:i! L~1 Y:3},:ep.r1JI:1Cb C fiOM:OiQ;blO 
8J18KTpOCTaTI1lIGCI-:Gro 3m·1Aa no CTaH,[(apTHoi1 CX8?,:O. Topu;eDoti sOHA 
YCTf.lHaBJIIfB&1CJ-r Ha pasJIl1tIi-ihlX paCCTO.ffi{l{HX 0'.::' aHOAa '1 C nOMOl~bIO 
KOOPAHI-IaTHOrO YC'i'pOv1CTBa nepeMel~w1C.ff no pa.n;l0'Cy Mo.r:;eJII1. 
20I-r~OB:1e BOJIh?mmepHhIO xapar<Tepl1CTHICI1 06pa6aThIBaJH1Cb CO[,11OO-
HO MGTo..u;~m rrpe.r:;JIOilce:-IHhIX B pa60TClX I I-~/. 
KaI{ 1~3BeCTHO, Me'l'O,~ 06pa60TI(/1 30HAOBO~ xapcuc'.repMCTI1m1 no 
r"":""'f, " bO:/ry i1plr.MeHl1:M B T01I c;ryqae, KOr,[\a T8MnepaTypa "" 60J1blli8 Te:J-
nepaTypr:r I10H0'.8 Ti- . ,Ucuume YCJIOBMii c06mOAaIOTC.cr B 06JIB.CT!1 Ka-
Hana OJIl13KOM K aHOlJY. B 30He 110HJ.138..4XH MOHhl Ha6nparOT 8aeprl~ro 
nop:{,I\I\a nOTeHu;aana Vi COOTHOmel-IMe Te ~ 7i. He BhlIIOJ1HHeTC.:-1. 
nOSTOMY' B DI1XO,u;HOfi 'IacT11 KaHana BOJIbTa'.mepn'.I8 X3.palCTepaCTI1K~ 
30H,[(a 6illil1 o6pa6oTaHbI no MeTO,[(l-me, npe,u;JIO:leH.HO~ JIaypC'J-i6ya30M 'i1 
COHHHOM. 
113 aIiMH3a l<p!-'lTIhIX pacnpe.n;eJIOIH1.f.I TeMnepaTYPU VI I\oHqeH'rp~int 
3J10l<'rpOHOB no .rvullIe IWH3.JI3. Cpar.l) CJIe,nyeT, 'lITO nc Vi J~ 
npltIH11MaIOT SI<CTpeMaJlbHhIe 3H aqemUI, nOJI07.teHI1R KO TO pbI.X 3 aBMCRT OT 
pei;1mJa paOOT::.I Mo,u;e.rrH. 
Xap8.KTepHO'tt oco6eHHOCTbiO RBJIHeTCH He!WTOpJe Cl.!ell\eHl1e MaKCI1-
MaJIbHUX 3HaqeHID1 11c no CpaBHeHL1:!O C M8.KCI1MMbHb!Mll 3Ha'IeHHm.fl1 
Te B 06JIaCTb 60JIee y,u;aJIeHHYIO OT aHO~a. 
MaKCI1MaJIbHOe 3HatIeI·me Te1-mepaTyphI SJIeKTpDHOB OnpeAeJIH8TC/I 
HanpmK8Hl1e;J paspHAa ~1 C yBeJIl~eHl1eM LIt> 3HaQeH'J.1/I Ie YBeJm-
'CillBalOTCR. Pacnpe,u;eJIeH • .:e Te).mepaTYpbI SJIer\'l'poHOE no P~HYcy MO-
.. 
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fiyIm'l'I1par::I:.iVi J1i~H:I::iMH Ha :2Hr. I nOI-C.;J.3aHO pacnpe.4G.,'IGH~e KOH~eHTpa­
u;r.a (1J18KT~JoaoB, rrOJI~C;":I"we npl1 o6pa60TKG BOJIbTa:..~epHo~ xapar-CTepYIC-
T~am 30a~a no JIalipru.:6ya3y. Bl~HO, tiTO B STOM C.1!YtIaa B BUXO,qHoti 
'4acT~"I IWHil.ila KOHLJ;C;HTPaJ.\Z.n: 8JIeKTpOaOB Hl.~eeT CioJIeo nO';10rVln cna,q Vi 
60Jll:>w"JTJO a6co.m~,:,ayiO J)G.Tn·iq>~I-ry. ilp:1 STOM Oc)J1aCT!:> hla:W1-TI'1a.nbHhlX 3Hatie-
10(2-1"" A~-::Ii~"---!2Q 
n eM' /" ~.. \ I T.;in Ll I·~.~', 
'OIl -~- I -10 I , I • Im .. 2~tr III.CCHo~JI 
~.:22{}o1 
a 10 20 JQ eNN 
Cj)wr.1 
rmi1 ne eU\8 c)OJI8e Cl\!8Jl\aeTcH K cpe3y. ,[(JUI CpaBHeHMH CnJIOJUHott JI11-
H~~e;·l 0603HaQeHO pacnpeA8.n:e;-me I\m-IL\eHTp~klli, no.nytiOHHOe no EoMY • 
Totma'.1"M OTMetieHbI pe3YJlbTaT::.I Bhrtill:CJIeHXM n e H Teno %rHJ-CI.J,MM 
pacnpeAeJI8HV!:H S.iIeKTpOl-IOB (ffiP3) no :::mepruIlM. <wa 6Il . .TIa nOJIytleHa 
ABOY.HIlM pa.rtV!:oTeXHIflleCKw..1 .~V!:4JtPepeHL\t1pOBaHJ1eM 30I-IAOBOM XapaKTep11C-
TVII-Cl1 I?J. / • 
DorreHu;mlJI TIJla3MLI paCCtUtIT:-lBaJICJl t13 30H~OBblX XapaKTepMCTHK H CPaB-
HVIBWIca C pe3YJIbTaTWJU, nOJIyqeHHhl!..!M ropmMM SOHAOM. KapTt1Ha SI-CBt1-
nOTeH~I1aJIbHbIX .iIHHHtt npe.~CTa:B,,'IeHa Ha W.l1r. 2. PacnpeAeJIeHl.fe nOTeHL\V!:a-
JIa I1JIa:3MhI no AJU1He KaHaJIa no RaSaJIO , qTO ero BeJ.illtiUHa He3HaQ~1TeJIbHO 
V!:3MeI-Ia8TCH ~o 30HhI 110H:13<1L\illi. B 30ae 1-10HI13au;~m npoI1CXOAt1T cn~ no-
TeH~aaJIa 1-1 Ha m.rxOAe RaH8JIa 'ftt IDieeT 3HaQeHUil nOPMKa 25-40 B. 
2.. S ol'1<-n A A 'J A (fo /,{ 1.. YI a e 1'1" 9, 1966. 
" k U. 5 'i2. poe, Q U ~p. ]][ 8ceco~JJ1. KON<f'. no r1l1aJl'1eHHhlH 'JcKOpl.lle/l~H," M~HCK 
Ij"H. 
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PROBE INVESTIGATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF PARAMETERS IN THE 
* CHANNEL OF UZDP 
A. I. Bugrova, V. S. Versotskii, and V. K. Kharchevnikovi 
The distribution of concentration n and of temperature T of 
e e 
electrons, and also the potential of the plasma ~ was measured with the p 
aid of an electrostatic probe of standard design. The end-facing probe 
was mounted at various distances from the anode and with the aid of a 
coordinate mechanism was displaced over the radius of the model. 
Probe volt-ampere characteristics were processed according to the 
procedure in Refs. 1 and 2. 
As is well known, the method of analysis of probe characteristics 
of Bohm applies in the case where the temperature T is greater than the 
e 
temperature of the ions T .. These given conditions are observed in 
1 
the region of the channel near the anode. In the zone of ionization, 
ions gather energy approximately with the potential, and the relationship 
Te»Ti is not carried out. 
Therefore in the exit region of the channel, volt-ampere charac-
teristics of the probe were processed by the procedure proposed by 
Laframbois and Sonin. 
From the analysis, of curves of temperature and concentration 
distribution over the length of the channel (Fig. 1) it follows that 
* UZDP is an accelerator with closed drift of electrons and extended 
acceleration zone. 
• 
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nand T assume experimental values, with status which depends on the 
e e 
working regime of the model. 
As a characteristic feature there appears some displacement of 
maximum value n by comparison with maximum values T in the region more 
e e 
remote from the anode. 
Maximum value of electron temperature is determined by electric 
stress of the discharge and with increase of Ud the values of Te are 
increased. The distribution of electron temperature over the radius of 
the model indicates the increase of T near the inside wall of the 
e 
channel. 
The dashed line in Fig. I shows the distribution of electron con-
centration, obtained during analysis of the volt-ampere characteristics 
of the probe by Lafrombois. As is seen, in this case, in the exit 
region of the channel, the concentration of the electrons has more of a 
gentle fall and a more absolute value. In this case, the region of 
maximum values of n is still more displaced at the edge. For com-
e 
parison of the solid line, there was designated the distribution of 
concentration, obtained according to Bohm. Dots mark the calculated 
nand T by function of the distribution of electrons (FDE) by energy. 
e e 
FDE was produced by double differentiation of probe characteristics 
(Ref. 3). 
The potential of the plasma was calculated out of probe charac-
teristics and compared with the results obtained with a hot probe. The 
picture of equipotential lines is presented in Fig. 2. The distribution 
of plasma potential over the length of the channel shows that the 
variation changes insignificantly up to the ionization zone. In the 
ionization zone there occurs a decrease of potential and at the exit ~f 
the channel ~ exists at values of about 25-40 v. p 
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1. "Diagnostics of Plasmas," ed. R. Khaddstouna, Moscow, 1967. 
2. Sonin, AAIA (probably should be AlAA) Journal, No.9, 1966. 
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-3 -1 In Fig. 1 (FMc. 1), the electron density n in cm (cm looks 
e 
like a mistake) and T in eV (T , 3B) are plotted against t in mm for 
e e 
a mass flow rate ~ of 2 mg/sec of xenon at a discharge potential Ud of 
220 V (U = 220 B). In Fig. 2 (PRe. 2) equipotential lines at constant p 
voltages (B) are plotted in terms of radius R in mm and length t in mm. 
.' 
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B paCoTs np11BoMTClI posY.J.ffiTaThl :3I\cnOpID\10HTaJ1OHOrO l1CCJIS,l1,O-
BaHHH r~6pMAHoro YCKopflTeJIn C SaMKHyTUM ,l1,peM~M 3JIOKTPOHOB 
(Y3,llI') fl .n.aHO CpaBHeHae C pa60QMM!1 XapaKTep!10TLiKaMH YOIWpl1TeM 
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Topoe yneJIlltJeHue 06me~ ~hl yCKopUTeJll)HOrO KaHana 3a CqeT 
,D.;-t3JleKTpHtJeCK¥.lX BCTB.BOI\ 2 )J.OJnKHO cnoco6cTD~BaT.o YBOmItIeHMIO BO-
POJITHOCT¥.l flOHH.S8UvUl paOotJux TeJI C MaJIoi1 aToMHoil Maccoii -
n ,u,p. B YCI{OpflTeJIe C aHO)J,HhIM CJIOeM ,Il)ll1Ha YCKopaTeJ1I,HOrO KaHa-
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3 M 4-DO,IJ,0P0,IJ"HO B cJIyQae Y3,nr BAX paspR)!.a CMe~eHa D oTopony 
06JIblllHX SHaqeHHti ~ p.I{aR CJIe,lJ3eT MS pesYJIbTaTOB I1SMepeHHM 
SHeprI1a aOHOB B nYQRe,PI1c.3,RoHooopasoBlliiHe B nplilli1oAHofi 00-
JIaCTM BWIle B YS.IIr U,cooTBeTcTBeHHo,cpe)1.H.mI sHepr~m MOHOB RB-
JIHeTCR 60JIee DHCOEOM no CPaBH8HHID C YAC.B TaOJIMne I npaBeAe-
• 
HhI xapar\TepIillEl BeJIMl ll1HI:l MaI'HllTHOro nOM Ho Ii MaKCMMaJIbHO 
)l,OCTI1rHyTI:l6 3HaQemm UHTeHCMBHOCTM Jt 11 nOJUIOro TOKa iJi nYl.IKa 
B cTau110HapHOM per.tMMe .PaCXO,IUlMOCT:b .aOHOB jh., ~)H2 npll YCJIOBMR, 
tITO 0 ,85" ~Yz3ruCJIIOqeHO B yroJI dj2,He npeBI:lII1aJIa I~O Ha ooeax 
MO,IJ,eJlfIx.MaRcaMaJIbHOe OTHOll1eHkfe ':JYj )1)I.JI Y3.rrr a YAC OOOTaBJIR:-P 
JIO 0,9 11 0.8 COOTB6TCTBeHHO. 
I. B.C.EpoqJeeB, JI.B.JIeCI\OB B !tH. "<I>aslU\a 11: n'pI1MeH6HI48 nJIa3-
MeHIDlX YCI\opMTeJI8ji". cTp.I8-47, r.MIDIoK, 1974r. 
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HYBRID ACCELERATOR WITH CLOSED DRIFT OF ELECTRONS 
N. A. Bardadimov, A. B. Ivashkin, L. V. Leskov, and A. V. Trofimov 
In this paper, the results of an experimental investigation of a 
hybrid accelerator with closed electron drift (Hall-current accelerator, 
HCA) are shown and compared with the working characteristics of an 
accelerator with anode layer of the single-stage type (anode-layer 
accelerator, ALA). 
The scheme of construction for the eXDerimental model of the RCA is 
shown in Fig. 1. Volume neutralization of the ions leaving the accel-
erator is obtained with a cesium plasma neutralizer. The ALA model 
differs from the HCA model only in the absence of the dielectric inserts 
2 (Fig. 1). The length of the acceleration channel of the ALA is 9 mm. 
The interelectrode anode-cathode spacing was 1 mm. 
Investigations of the HCA model were carried out with the goal of 
showing an ionization and single-stage acceleration zone, to bring its 
characteristics closer to the results obtained with the two-stage 
ALA I. Some increase in the overall length of the accelerator channel 
due to the dielectric insert 2 should increase the probability of 
ionization of working gases with small atomic masses, and closely 
related materials. In the ALA model, the length of the acceleration 
channel constitutes of the order of d,l and appears rather small, 
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(1) 
because in the low-voltage regime the efficiency of ionization of 
light atoms is low. Comparison of vo1tampere characteristics of the 
discharge with argon, with which ionization probability approached 
unity for both models, shows that the latter are practically identical 
for both (Fig. 2). With a probability of ionization of <0.2, the 
voltampere characteristics of both models are seen to increase - see 
curves 3 and 4, for hydrogen. But in the case of the RCA, the vo1t-
ampere characteristics are displaced upwards in I d . As shown by the 
measurements of ion-energy distribution, Fig. 3, the ions are formed 
more in the near-anode region for the RCA and, accordingly, the mean 
ion energy of ions appears higher than for the ALA. In Table 1, the 
typical values of magnetic field R and maximum attained values of 
o 
intensity ji and of field current Ii are shown for several operating 
conditions in the steady-state regime. The angular dispersion of ions 
of Ar, Ne, and R2 did not exceed 10° in both models, with 0.85 Ii/2 
included in this angle of a/2. The maximum ratio of Ii/Id for the RCA 
and the ALA agreed within a factor of 0.9 to 0.8. 
References 
1. V. C. Erofiev, L. V. Leskov, in Physics and Applications of Plasma 
Accelerators, pp. 18-47, Minsk, 1974. 
In Fig. 1 (PRc. 1) all dimensions are in rom, with dimensions 
preceded by ~ diameters. Also 1 is the anode, 2 are the dielectric 
spacers, and 3 is the cathode. In Fig. 2 (PRC. 2), I ,a and U ,B are p p 
the discharge current Id in A and discharge potential Ud in V, while 
• 
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YAC is the anode layer accelerator and Y3Dr is the Hall-current accel-
era tor (hybrid accelerator with closed drift of electrons). The Ar flow 
rate is 0.84 mg/sec (curves 1 and 2), and the H2 flow rate is 0.35 
mg/sec (curves 3 and 4). For Fig. 3 10TH is the normalized (relative) 
current I l' while UT/U is the ion formation (creation) voltage 
re p 
divided by the discharge voltage. The flow rates ~ are again 0.84 
mg/sec for Ar and 0.35 mg/sec for H2 , and the discharge potential Ud 
(U ) is 400 V. In Table 1 (TaonHUa 1) Y3Dr is again the Hall current p 
accelerator and YAC is the anode layer accelerator. At the left of 
the table, 
density in 
ji is ion current density in A/cm2, ~s is the mass flow 
2 A/cm ,I is the total ion current in A, and H is the 
a 0 
magnetic field in Oersted. 
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